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KinesioSTaping! (KT)! is! increasingly! used! to! treat! low! back! pain! (LBP).! LBP! is! a! common!
disorder! with! high! lifetime! incidence! and! recurrence! which! is! complicated! by! variable!
treatment! effects! and! unclear! mechanisms.! The! overarching! aim! of! this! thesis! was! to!
determine!whether! biomechanical! tissue! responses! could! be! identified! and! then!used! to!
determine! subgroups! of! responders! or! nonSresponders! to! KT.! Changes! in! thoracolumbar!
fascial! thickness,! structure! and! shear! strain! are! associated! with! LBP.! Methodological!
development!was!required!and!delivered!a!reliable,!valid,!inSvivo!measurement!technique!to!
enable! quantification! of! lumbar! soft! tissue! biomechanics.! ThreeSdimensional! ultrasound!
videos!with!known!orientation!and!position!were!recorded!from!the!thoracolumbar!tissues!
while! participants! performed! range! of! movement! tasks.! Surface! electromyography! and!
kinematic! data! were! collected.! An! automated! algorithm! using! crossScorrelation! to! track!






Interestingly,! overall! soft! tissue! biomechanics! responded! differently! among! the! small!
subgroup!of!participants!with!LBP!who!reported! immediate,!albeit!minor,!pain!relief.!This!



























































































































































































































































































et!al.,!2017).!However,!using!KT!could!be!a! fashion! rather! than!reflecting!evidenceSbased!
decision! making! as! the! general! population! tend! to! follow! the! trends! from! celebrities!
appearing!on!sports!broadcasts.!However,!the!beneficial!effects!and!mechanisms!claimed!by!







Despite! not! being! considered! a! severe! disease,! LBP! represents! a! sizeable! socioeconomic!
burden!to!the!healthcare!system!and!society!more!generally!due!to!the!costs!of!treatment!
and!time!lost!from!work!(Manchikanti!et!al.,!2009,!Martin!et!al.,!2008).!The!cause!of!back!
pain! remains! unclear! in! the! majority! of! LBP! cases,! even! though! some! common! spinal!
disorders!related!to!LBP!have!been!defined!(Videman!and!Battié,!2012).!Most!randomised!
controlled! trials! have! shown! that! recommended! treatments! in! current! clinical! practice!
guidelines!provide!only!mild!to!moderate!clinical! improvements! in!patients!with!LBP!(Van!
Tulder!et!al.,!2006,!Airaksinen!et!al.,!2006,!Koes!et!al.,!2010).!The!same!guidelines!also!state!
















Before! conducting! laboratorySbased! investigations,! a! narrative! literature! survey! and! a!
systematic!review!were!carried!out!to!guide!the!direction!of!actual!experimental!studies.!A!
methodological!development!was!therefore!required!to!enable!quantification!of!lumbar!soft!
tissue! biomechanics.! The! initial! methodological! development! and! application,! which!
included! an! ultrasoundSbased! tissue! dynamic! data! processing! and! analysis! algorithm!and!
experimental!protocol,!were!carried!out!in!a!group!of!asymptomatic!participants.!Based!on!
the! results! and! findings,! the! objectives! were! ultrasound! based! softStissue! observations,!
kinematics! and! electromyography! investigations! during! a! variety! of! lumbar! flexion! tasks,!
which!simulated!a!series!of!daily!movement!tasks,!in!a!group!of!symptomatic!subjects.!An!


















refine! therapeutic! taping! efficacy! in! clinical! rehabilitation! and! sports! performance.! Even!















can!be!stretched!to!1.4!times!of! its!original! length.! Its!wide!elasticity!range!enables!KT!to!
apply! a! broad! range! of! recoil! tension,! mobility! and! skin! traction! to! achieve! different!
treatment! purposes.! Possibly! due! to! these! advantages,! KT! became! particularly! popular.!
Likely! due! to! its! popularity! and! increased! clinical! application,! researchers! have! paid!
increasing!attention! to!KT!with! the! frequency!of!KT! research! featuring! in!Web!of!Science!
rising!from!four!in!2007!to!108!articles!per!year!in!2016!(Figure!2).!!












insufficient.! Six! systematic! reviews! evaluating! the! effects! of! KT! on! selected! outcomes! in!
different! populations! are! currently! available.! Williams! et! al.! (2012)! assessed! the!
effectiveness!of!the!prevention!and!treatment!of!sports!injuries.!Mostafavifar!et!al.!(2012)!
assessed!the!effects!of!KT!in!people!with!musculoskeletal!conditions.!Two!reviews!extended!
the! musculoskeletal! focus! to! other! clinical! areas,! such! as! neurological! and! lymphatic!
conditions! (Kalron! and! BarSSela,! 2013,! Morris! et! al.,! 2013),! and! the! other! two! reviews!
compared!the!effect!of!KT!with!other!forms!of!interventions,!such!as!sham!taping!or!nonS
taping!treatments,!by!reviewing!randomised!controlled!trials!(Parreira!et!al.,!2014a,!Lim!and!
Tay,! 2015).! These! reviews! have! only! identified! insufficient,! lowSquality! evidence! about!
effects! of! KT.! Weak! evidence! showed! that! KT! had! a! benefit! over! placebo! and! active!
comparison!therapies!when!used!to!treat!a!range!of!musculoskeletal!conditions.!However,!
the! benefit! was! too! small! to! be! clinically! worthwhile,! or! the! trials! were! of! low! quality.!
Therefore,! current! evidence! is! not! strong! enough! to! support! the! use! of! KT! for!
musculoskeletal!conditions.!
The!above!reviews!were!focused!on!identifying!KT!treatment!effects,!which!is!valuable!in!the!
context! of! designing! and! delivering! a! treatment! package.! However,! some! tentative!
conclusions! can! be! drawn! from! reviewing! studies! covering! a! wide! range! of! outcome!
measures!such!as!range!of!motion,!pain!relief,!muscle!function!and!performance.!Further,!
































Taping!with!rigid! tape!has!been!used! in!sports! for!years,! the!main!purpose! is! to! limit! the!
range!of!motion!in!order!to!prevent!acute!or!recurrent!injuries!(Purcell!et!al.,!2009,!Cordova!
et!al.,! 2000).! The! reasoning! to! change!ROM!by!applying!KT! is! slightly!different! from! rigid!




that! increases! in! blood! circulation! after! receiving! KT! may! theoretically! affect! the!





extension! and! right! lateral! flexion! in! patients! with! acute! whiplashSassociated! disorders!
(GonzalezSIglesias!et!al.,!2009),!for!certain!aspects!of!scapular!kinematics!(Hsu!et!al.,!2009),!




















pain! rating! scales! remain! the!most! common!method!of! pain! assessments! in! both! clinical!
practice! and! research.! Four! studies! investigated! the! effect! of! KT!on!pain! reduction!using!
these!methods.!Aytar!et!al.!(2011)!et!al.!reported!KT!was!not!better!than!sham!taping!in!the!
reduction! of! PFPS.! Three! other! studies! reported! KT! produced! better! pain! reduction! in!
comparison!with!controls!in!back!pain!(CastroSSánchez!et!al.,!2012,!Bae!et!al.,!2013)!and!neck!
pain!(GonzalezSIglesias!et!al.,!2009).!However,!these!differences!are!likely!to!be!of!minimal!
relevance! to! clinical! practice.! Despite! being! statistically! significant,! all! reported!
improvements! were! small,! and! below! the! minimal! meaningful! clinically! improvement!
magnitude,!which!was!suggested!by!Farrar!et!al.!(2001).!
A! randomised! controlled! trial! reported! a! beneficial! outcome! with! a! mean! (SD)! 4! points!
reduction! in!back!pain!using! the! visual! analogue! scale! from!7.1! (1.9)! to!3.1! (2.8)!with!KT!
application.!However,!all!three!intervention!plans,!which!were!KT!alone,!exercise!alone!and!
KT!combines!with!exercise,!worked!similarly,!so!no!preferential!difference!was!demonstrated!






mechanisms! that! KT!may! operate! by! could! be! a!more! promising! direction.! For! example,!
targeting! the! possibility! of! applying! KT! on! myofascial! related! pain,! which! is! a! typical!
syndrome! characterized! by! referred! pain! from! deep! somatic! structures! (Procacci! and!
Maresca,!1999),!or!nociceptive!pain,!which!are!related!to!some!sensory!receptor!thresholds!
(Sterling!et!al.,!2008)!(Vicenzino!et!al.,!2003).!As!these!types!of!pain!are!the!most!likely!to!be!
related! to! therapies! that! are! providing! superficial! stimulations.! The! primary! focus! of! the!
present! project! was! to! observe! if! KT! changes! connective! tissue! biomechanics.! This!
investigation! can,! therefore,! contribute! to! the!process!of! validating!effects!of! KT!on!pain!
relief.!!
1.2.2.3! Effect)on)muscle)strength)











speed! concentric! contraction! of! the! quadriceps! at! 12! hours! after! taping.! No! statistically!
significant!results!were!reported!for!the!seven!other!measures!of!peak!torque!which!included!
a! concentric! and! eccentric! contraction! at! two! speeds.! Vithoulka! et! al.! (2010)! reported! a!
statistically! significant! increase! in! quadriceps! peak! torque!with! KT! application! during! the!
eccentric!assessment.!However,! the!significant!differences!were!about!a!oneSway!ANOVA!











Similarly,!AlvarezSAlvarez!et!al.! (2013)!also! reported!KT!significantly!extended!the! time!to!
fatigue!of!trunk!extensor!muscle!in!healthy!participants.!These!findings!suggest!that!KT!may!














which! transmits! information! about! joint! position! and! movement,! and! therefore! may!
enhance! proprioception! (Grigg,! 1994),! which! is! supposed! to! play! a! role! in! prevention! of!
injuries!(Lephart!and!Fu,!1995).!Unexpectedly,!there!are!not!many!studies!which!examined!
the! effect! of! KT! on! proprioception.! This! may! be! due! to! difficulties! in! measurement! of!
proprioception.!A!study!measuring!the!error!in!force!sensation!in!healthy!athletes!reported!
two!positive!results!with!respect!to!proprioception!in!grip!strength!(Chang!et!al.,!2010).!Apart!
from! force! sensation,! another! study! of! knee! joint! position! sense! in! patients! with!
patellofemoral!pain!syndrome!reported!insignificant!results!for!knee!proprioception!(Aytar!
et!al.,!2011).!Halseth!et!al.!(2004)!examined!the!effects!of!KT!on!ankle!joint!reSpositioning.!
The! KT! group! showed! no! statistically! significant! change! in! absolute! error! for! ankle!












et! al.,! 2011,! Parreira! et! al.,! 2014b).! Among! these! studies,! two! forms! of! KT! were! used,!
Kachanathu!et!al.! (2014),!Paoloni!et!al.! (2011)!and!Parreira!et!al.! (2014b)!applied!‘I’!strips!
along!the!erector!spinae!muscles,!while!Bae!et!al.!(2013)!and!CastroSSánchez!et!al.!(2012)!
applied!‘star’!shape!taping!over!the!painful!area!(Figure!3).!Parreira!et!al.!compared!effects!
of! two! different! tension! of! KT! on! pain! and! disability! scale.! Although! no! betweenSgroup!





et!al.! reported!a!minimal!beneficial!effect!of!KT;!however,! they!did!not! report! treatment!
effects! in! comparison! with! the! baselines.! The! other! three! studies! reported! significant!










may! be! as! an! adjunctive! therapy! for! individuals! with! acute! LBP.! There! are! still! some!
limitations!on!making!robust!conclusions.!For!example,!only!five!trials!have!been!published!
to! date,! which! were! typified! by! heterogeneous! methodology! and! treatment! methods.!
Secondly,! this!kind!of! studies! inevitably! relies!on!selfSreports!of!pain,!with! the!associated!









physical! activity! levels,! in! the! short,! intermediate! and! longSterm;! or! even! try! to! discover!






KT! treatment! effects,! including! common! clinical! assessments,! and! the! results! were!
insufficient.! Probably! due! to! the! difficulty! of! exploring! mechanisms,! only! a! few! studies!
investigated! the! mechanisms,! which! includes! electroencephalograms! (Bae! et! al.,! 2013),!
electromyography!(Bae!et!al.,!2013,!Lee!et!al.,!2012,!Hsu!et!al.,!2009,!Paoloni!et!al.,!2011,!
Słupik!et!al.,!2007)!and!tissue!deformation!(Pamuk!and!Yucesoy,!2015)!alongside!the!clinical!
effects! of! KT.! The! current! evidence! is! not! yet! enough! for! a! systematic! review!and!metaS









be! considered! related! to! the! pain! relief! effect.! KT! applications! lift! the! skin! by! creating!
convolutions,!and!this!is!thought!to!directly!reduce!pressure!on!subcutaneous!nociceptors!
(Kase! et! al.,! 2003).! However,! Parreira! et! al.! (2014b)! compared! KT! application! with! and!
















when! compared!with! the! placebo! taping! condition.! Lee! et! al.! (2012)! reported! significant!
reductions! of! maximal! voluntary! contraction! EMG! in! vastus!medialis! oblique! and! vastus!
lateralis! muscles! in! patients! with! patellofemoral! pain! syndrome! when! they! received! KT!
applications.!
Even! though!a!degree!of! EMG!change!after! receiving!KT!application!has!been! suggested,!




muscle! endurance.! The! key! concern! should!be!what! the! goal! of! treatment! is,!which! also!
depends!on!other! factors! such!as! the! specific!muscle!being!assessed,! the!purpose!of! the!
treatment,!the!characteristics!of!the!selected!subjects,!and!the!taping!technique.!!
Using!FlexionSRelaxation!(FR)!phenomenon,!which!refers!to!a!sudden!onset!of!EMG!silence!





as!patients!with!LBP!usually! fail! to!achieve!FR! (Watson!et!al.,!1997).!Paoloni!et!al.! (2011)!







activation! patterns.! As! increased! fascial! stiffness! would! be! expected! to! result! in! many!
muscular!responses!stimulated!by!fascial!mechanoreceptors,!for!example,!shifting!activation!
thresholds! (Schleip! et! al.,! 2005).! An! experiment! in! cats! has! shown!a! similar! result! that! a!
temporary!decrease!of!ligament!stiffness!resulted!in!the!stimulation!of!fewer!ligamentous!
mechanoreceptors!and!decreased!muscle!activation!(Solomonow!et!al.,!1999).! In!order!to!










In! summary,! the! situation!with! reviews!of!KT! is! less!clear,! and! the!evidence! seems! to!be!
immature! to! enhance! clinically! meaningful! directions.! Six! systematic! reviews! on! overall!
effectiveness!(Kalron!and!BarSSela,!2013,!Lim!and!Tay,!2015,!Morris!et!al.,!2013,!Mostafavifar!
et! al.,! 2012,! Parreira! et! al.,! 2014a,! Williams! et! al.,! 2012),! and! two! systematic! reviews!
specifically!focused!on!LBP!(Nelson,!2016,!Vargas!Batista!et!al.,!2014)!found!little!in!the!way!
of!consistent!effects!except!on!shortSterm!pain!and!range!of!movement,!but!not!enough!to!
link! the! effect! to! clinical! application.! One! of! these! reviews! ! even! concluded! that! KT!
applications! do! not! currently! have! clinical! importance! Parreira! et! al.! (2014a).! Thus,! it!
warranted!more!evidence!discovery!on!either!its!actual!mechanism!or!identifying!if!there!are!
certain!types!of!patients!who!can!benefit!from!receiving!KT!treatments.!




studies!were! typically! applied! in! a! standardised! fashion! to! keep! consistency!with! typical!
research!methods;!and!a!few!studies!recruited!asymptomatic!subjects!rather!than!patients,!
therefore!limiting!external!validity.!Furthermore,!studies!reported!beneficial!results!using!KT,!
but! few! studies! have! been! investigating! the! actual! mechanism! of! KT! application.! As!
mentioned,!assessment!of!mechanisms!alongside!proposed!theory!is!rather!critical!to!decide!
if!the!hypotheses!of!KT!application!should!be!accepted.!It!is!unlikely!that!evidence!synthesis!












LBP! is!a!common!condition,!and! it!can!occur! in!any!population!regardless!age.! I! found!six!
systematic!reviews!on!the!epidemiology!of!LBP!(Balague!et!al.,!1999,!Bressler!et!al.,!1999,!
Ebbehøj!et!al.,!2002,!Hestbaek!et!al.,!2003,!Pengel!et!al.,!2003,!Walker,!2000).!Two!reviews!








elderly,! which! were! defined! by! older! than! 65! years! old,! and! concluded! an! uncertain!
prevalence,!therefore,!was!not!comparable!with!that!in!the!younger!population.!
Two!reviews!reported!a!prevalence!approaching!and!associated!factors!of!LBP! in!children!
and! adolescents! (Balague! et! al.,! 1999,! Ebbehøj! et! al.,! 2002).! The! cumulative! (lifetime)!
prevalence!was!between!30%!and!51%! for! subjectively! rated!morbidity!and!14%S43%! for!
objectively! rated! morbidity.! The! average! annual! incidence! of! LBP! was! estimated! to! be!
approximately! 16%,!with! 50%!of! cases! reporting! recurrence,! and! 8%! a! chronic! evolution!
(Balague!et!al.,!1999).!
LBP! fluctuates! over! time! with! frequent! recurrences! or! exacerbations.! Two! systematic!
reviews!reported!on!the!prognosis,!longSterm!course!or!epidemiology!of!LBP,!one!included!
36! studies! (Hestbaek! et! al.,! 2003)! and! another! included! 15! studies! (Pengel! et! al.,! 2003).!
Hestbaek!et!al.!(2003)!reported!that,!after!the!first!episode!of!LBP,!the!proportion!of!patients!
who! still! experienced! pain! after! 12! months! was! on! average! 62%! (range! 42S75%),! the!











point! in! their! life.! Most! cases! run! a! chronic–episodic! course.! It! has! a! huge! impact! on!
individuals,! families,! communities,! governments! and! businesses! throughout! the! world.!
Although!current!clinical!practice!guidelines!S!European%guidelines%for%the%management%of%
acute% nonspecific% LBP% in% primary% care% recommend! several! treatments! for! LBP,! most!














such!as! spine!and!pelvis!when!discussing! conditions! like! LBP! (Vleeming!et! al.,! 1995).! The!
functional! anatomical! approach,! which! is! strongly! linked! to! biomechanics,! attempts! to!






pelvis! and! lower! limbs.! Thoracolumbar! fascia,! therefore,! transmits! tension! form! these!
‘anatomical!relations’!during!the!movements.!Among!this,!the!thoracolumbar!fascia,!which!





















pains.! A! study! demonstrated! increased! pain! in! response! to! hypertonic! saline! injection!
directed! to! fascial! tissue! as! compared! with! deep! muscle! injections! following! eccentric!
exercise,!which! is! considered! related!with! delayed! onset!muscle! soreness! (Gibson! et! al.,!
2009).! The! lack!of! increased!pain! response! following!deep!muscle! injection! suggests! that!
tissue!specificity!is!important!in!the!pain!perception!associated!with!delayed!onset!muscle!




Two! observational! studies! provided! actual! links! between! thoracolumbar! fascia! and! LBP.!!
Langevin!et!al.! (2009)! found!altered!and!thickened!thoracolumbar!myofascial!structure!at!
the! second! and! third! level! of! lumbar! intervertebral! disk! region! via! ultrasound! image!






clear.! However,! these! findings! have! potential! to! provide! a! direction! to! discover! a! new!
approach!in!the!treatment!of!LBP!and!are!worthy!of!further!exploration.!
One! clinical! study! indicated! that! functional! fascial! taping! using! solid! tapes! successfully!
reduced!the!worst!pain!in!subjects!with!nonSacute!nonSspecific!LBP!within!2Sweeks!period!
clinical!trial!(Chen!et!al.,!2012).!This!study!provided!a!potential!positive!result!to!link!fascial!




















method! or! give! up! this! intervention! is! required.! The! main! reason! for! seeking! a! better!
treatment! method! is! because! current! treatment! for! LBP! care! does! not! have! successful!
outcomes.!Literature!discussed! in! this!chapter!also! identified! the!connective! tissue! in! the!
thoracolumbar!area!to!be!a!potential!therapeutic!target,!and!taping!is!likely!to!be!a!way!to!
alter! softStissue! biomechanics! and! then! achieve! a! defined! treatment! purpose.! However,!
current!evidence!is!not!enough!to!validate!these!hypotheses.!!This!PhD!project!was!intended!
to!contribute!to!this!process!by!conducting!an!LBP!focused!systematic!review!to!examine!the!
effectiveness!of! KT! in! LBP! care!on! its! own!or! as! an!adjunct! therapy;!developing!a! robust!




people! with! and!without! LBP.! Ultimately! this! work! can! inform! clinicians! about! potential!
future!directions!in!acute!LBP!care.!
Apart! from! contribution! to! LBP! care,! this! PhD! project! has! the! additional! potential! to!
contribute! to! soft! tissue! related! research! fields.! A! new! ultrasoundSbased! method! for!















biomechanics,! such! as! segment! movements,! muscle! activation,! tissue! deformation! and!
tissue!properties.!This!required!detailed!methodological!developments.!The!secondary!goal!
was!to!apply!these!methods!and!compare!the!tissue!behaviour!in!participants!with!back!pain!








current* literature.! !Clinical!outcomes,! such!as! selfSreport!pain! scale!and!disability!











H1:! The! developed! method! and! imaging! procedure! could! reproduce!
consistent!measurement! results! from! both! phantoms! and! human! bodies!
without!systematic!errors.**
H1:! There! would! be! a! consistent! difference! between! measurement!
performed!with! the! developed! ultrasound!method! and! validated!motion!
capture!system.!
3.! Aim:* To* examine* the* effect* of* KT* application* on* the* thoracolumbar* fascia* in*
asymptomatic* participants* using* a* newly* developed* ultrasound* tool.! This!




receiving*KT*applications.! Soft! tissue!movement!data! in! the! thoracolumbar!area,!
lumbar! range! of! motion! and! paraSspinal! muscle! activation! when! performing! the!
lumbar! flexion! task! with! and! without! KT! were! captured! for! comparisons! –! see%
Chapter%5.1.!
H1:!There!would!be!consistent!changes!in!sagittal!tissue!movement!pattern!
present!when! participants! performed! the! designated!movement! after! KT!
application.!
H1:! There! would! be! consistent! changes! in! muscle! activation! when!
participants!performed!the!designated!movement!after!KT!application.!
4.! Aim:* To* investigate* the* effect* of* K5tape* on* thoracolumbar* stiffness* and*
deformation*during*lumbar*flexion,*in!order!to!inform!efforts!to!understand!taping!
mechanisms!and!ultimately!target!treatment!better.*





including! subcutaneous! tissue! and! fascia! present! in! asymptomatic!
participants.!





Objective:" " To* measure* soft* tissue* movement* in* the* thoracolumbar* area* and*
lumbar*range*of*motion*when*performing*the*lumbar*flexion*task*both*with*and*








6.! Aim:* To* discover* whether* relevant* sub5groups* of* people* with* LBP* could* be*
identified.*Ultimately!this!exploration!could!inform!us!whether!to!discard!KT!from!
treatment! options! or! to! develop! this! kind! of! treatment! further! according! to! the!
biomechanical!indicators!found!in!the!subSgroup!exploration.!



















this! pain! within! six! weeks! is! associated! with! longerSterm! disability,! with! interventions!
typically! proving! less! effective! (Costa! et! al.,! 2012).! There! are! numerous! conservative!
treatments! available! for! LBP,! including! education! programs! (Engers! et! al.,! 2008),!manual!
therapy! (Rubinstein! et! al.,! 2012),! exercise! (Hayden! et! al.,! 2012),! electroSphysical! agents!







intervention! to! help! reduce! the! duration! and! severity! of! painful! episodes! and! therefore!
reduce! absence! from!work! due! to! LBP.! It! has! been! proposed! that! KT! can! be! used! as! an!
additional!treatment!to!expend!and!maintain!the!effect!of!usual!care!(Kase!et!al.,!2003).!As!
mentioned! in! Chapter! 1,! it! has! been! claimed! that! KT! decreases! pain! by! the! following!
mechanisms:! improving!blood!and! lymphatic! flow! in!areas!of! inflammation,!elevating! the!
skin! to! reduce! pressure! on! mechanoreceptors! below! the! dermis! and! altered! muscle!










a!number!of!conditions! rather! than! focused!on!LBP!care.!The!aforementioned!systematic!




lack! of! understanding! of! the! mechanism! of! action! of! the! tape! suggests! that! combining!
multiple!conditions,!which!may!have!different!pathophysiological!causes,!may!not!produce!
results! which! are! truly! representative! of! the! intervention's! clinical! applicability.! In! other!
words,!the!effects!may!be!obscured!or!confounded!by!sample!heterogeneity.!
Therefore,! this!systematic!review!aimed!to!summarise!the!current!evidence!related!to!KT!
application! in! the! treatment! of! LBP.! The! objective! was,! therefore,! to! complete! an! LBP!
focused!systematic!review!and!metaSanalysis!of!the!current!literature!to!assess!whether!KT!
provides!any!significant!changes!in!pain!or!disability!among!patients!with!nonspecific!LBP;!
both! as! an! independent! intervention! or! as! an! adjunct! to! other! therapy.! This! review!
highlighted! the! need! for! future! research! into! the! clinical! applicability! of! KT! among!other!
conditions!and!further!research!into!its!mechanism!of!action.!This!was!performed!to!aid!the!










not! been! analysed! due! to! not! being! published! in! English.! However,! foreign! publications!
without!English!title!and!abstract!were!not!able!to!be!tracked.!!
Search!terms!were!inputted!into!databases!by!choosing!the!keywords!"kinesio!taping"!and!

















not!excluded.!Final!papers!were! inputted! into!Google!Scholar! for!citation!tracking!to!help!
identify!additional!relevant!studies!not!located!during!initial!searches.!!
Quality!assessment!
The!PEDro! scale!was! applied! to! the! final! results!of! the! literature! search,! the! randomised!
control! trials! (RCTs)!retained!for! further!analysis! (Maher!et!al.,!2003).!These!studies!were!
independently!assessed!by!two!reviewers.!The!elevenSitem!scale!was!applied!to!each!of!the!
studies! and! scores! compared! between! assessors.! One! of! these! criteria! is! not! routinely!
included! in! quality! assessments,! producing! a! score! out! of! 10.! If! any! discrepancies! were!






In! order! to! identify! which! papers! qualified! for! assessment! by! metaSanalysis,! data! was!
extracted! from! final! results! of! the! literature! search.! Information! such! as!
control/interventions! and! their! protocols,! outcome! measures! used! to! assess! and! taping!
technique! were! included! in! Box! 2.! From! these,! papers! were! identified! for! pooling! and!
analysis!of!subclasses!was!permitted.!Means!and!standard!deviations!were!extracted!from!
papers! effect! sizes! expressed! using! Cohen's! d,! (ES)! calculated! with! Cochrane! Review!
Manager!(ver5.3.5,!The!Cochrane!Collaboration,!Copenhagen,!Denmark).!Effect!sizes!were!
categorised!as!either!small!(0.2S0.3),!medium!(~0.5)!or!large!(>0.8),!as!suggested!by!Cohen's!






































































to! allow! more! accurate! analysis.! As! an! adjunct! to! conventional! therapy,! KT! was! not!
statistically!significant!better!than!controls!(SMD!(CI)!=!S0.34!(S1.76!to!1.08);!ES!=!0.47,!p!=!
0.64).!On!comparison!of!KT!to!sham!taping,!there!were!also!no!significant!difference!(SMD!

































subgroup! analysis! with! pooling! included! (Figure! 7).! This! allowed! comparisons! between!
modalities!KT!be!compared!against.!!
The!findings!suggested!that!KT!had!no!statistically!significant!effects!at!reducing!disability!
scores,! for! ODI! (SMD! (CI)! =! S0.16! (S0.58! to! 0.26);! ES! =! 0.76,! p! =! 0.45)! or! QBDS!!
(SMD!(CI)!=!S0.01!(S0.55!to!0.53);!ES!=!0.04,!p!=!0.97),!post!intervention.!Pooled!analysis!of!six!
studies,! which! used! RMDQ! as! an! outcome! measure,! suggested! that! KT! therapy! was!
significantly!less!effective!when!compared!to!other!modalities!(SMD!(CI)!=!0.30!(0.04!to!0.56);!
ES! =! 2.25,! p! =! 0.02).! This! was! stratified! for! subgroup! analysis.! There! was! a! statistically!















































































































































































































































 Kinesio-Taping Controls  Std. Mean Difference Std. Mean Difference 
Study or subgroup Mean SD Total Mean SD Total Weight IV, Random, 95% CIU IV, Random, 95% CIU 
KT as an adjunct to conventional therapy 
 
Bae et al.(2003) 5.70 0.78 10 5.14 0.95 10 10.00% -0.08 [-0.95, 0.80] 
Kachanathu et al. (2014) 6.00 1.80 20 3.70 2.00 20 11.50% 1.18 [0.51, 1.86] 
Paoloni et al. (2011) 3.07 2.50 13 3.50 2.40 13 10.80% 0.08 [-0.69, 0.85] 
Yousefpour et al. (2013) 1.91 0.66 13 3.75 0.62 12 8.10% -2.78 [-3.92, -1.63] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   56   55 40.30% -0.34 [-1.76, 1.08] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 1.90; Chi² = 34.10, df = 3 (P < 0.01); I² = 91% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.47 (P = 0.64) 
         
KT in comparison to sham taping 
Castro-Sánchez et al. (2012) 4.70 1.40 30 5.60 1.40 29 12.60% -0.63 [-1.16, -0.11] 
Luz Júnior et al. (2015) 5.80 1.30 20 6.30 2.00 20 11.90% -0.29 [-0.91, 0.33] 
Parreira et al. (2014b) 4.40 2.80 74 4.60 2.50 74 13.90% -0.07 [-0.40, 0.25] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   124   123 38.40% -0.28 [-0.63, 0.06] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.04; Chi² = 3.21, df = 2 (P = 0.20); I² = 38% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.62 (P = 0.11) 
         
KT in comparison to exercise 
Paoloni et al. (2011) 3.10 2.80 13 3.50 2.40 13 10.80% -0.15 [-0.92, 0.62] 
Yousefpour et al. (2013) 3.41 0.79 12 3.75 0.62 12 10.50% -0.46 [-1.28, 0.35] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   25   25 21.20% -0.30 [-0.86, 0.26] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.30, df = 1 (P = 0.58); I² = 0% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.04 (P = 0.30) 
         
Total (95% CI)   205   203 100.00% -0.28 [-0.76, 0.21] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.41; Chi² = 39.59, df = 8 (P < 0.01); I² = 80% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.12 (P = 0.26) 












 Kinesio-Taping Controls  Std. Mean Difference Std. Mean Difference 
Study or subgroup Mean SD Total Mean SD Total Weight IV, Random, 95% CIU IV, Random, 95% CIU 
ODI 
 
Castro-Sánchez et al. (2012) 26.00 3.00 30 27.00 6.00 29 28.00% -0.21 [-0.72, 0.30] 
Bae et al.(2003) 10.75 4.73 10 11.34 3.32 10 17.30% -0.14 [-1.02, 0.74] 
González Enciso (2009) 24.75 7.90 4 29.25 14.20 4 9.20% -0.34 [-1.75, 1.07] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   44   43 54.30% -0.20 [-0.63, 0.22] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.06, df = 2 (P = 0.97); I² = 0% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.95 (P = 0.34) 
         
Quebec Back pain Disability Scale 
Yousefpour et al. (2013) as adjunct 35.25 11.49 13 44.08 9.56 12 18.60% -0.80 [-1.63, 0.02] 
Yousefpour et al. (2013) vs. Pilates 52.50 7.82 12 44.08 9.65 12 17.90% 0.93 [0.08, 1.78] 
González Enciso (2009) 47.75 12.10 4 53.00 24.10 4 9.20% -0.24 [-1.64, 1.16] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   29   28 45.70% -0.03 [-1.19, 1.14] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.79; Chi² = 8.36, df = 2 (P = 0.02); I² = 76% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.04 (P = 0.97) 
         
Total (95% CI)   73   71 100.00% -0.12 [-0.60, 0.36] 
Heterogeneity: Chi² = 8.73, df = 5 (P = 0.12); I² = 43% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.49 (P = 0.63) 












 Kinesio-Taping Controls  Std. Mean Difference Std. Mean Difference 
Study or subgroup Mean SD Total Mean SD Total Weight IV, Random, 95% CIU IV, Random, 95% CIU 
KT as an adjunct to conventional therapy 
 
Kachanathu et al. (2014) 10.80 5.00 20 7.00 5.50 20 13.20% 0.71 [0.07, 1.35] 
Paoloni et al. (2011) 7.30 3.60 13 5.40 3.90 13 9.50% 0.49 [-0.29, 1.27] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   33   33 22.60% 0.62 [0.13, 1.12] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 0.18, df = 1 (P = 0.67); I² = 0% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 2.45 (P = 0.01) 
         
KT in comparison to sham taping 
Parreira et al. (2014) 8.30 6.90 74 7.40 6.40 74 33.10% 0.13 [-0.19, 0.46] 
Castro-Sánchez et al. (2012) 9.80 2.20 30 8.60 3.00 29 18.30% 0.45 [-0.07, 0.97] 
Luz Júnior et al. (2015) 9.60 5.60 20 10.20 7.40 20 13.90% -0.09 [-0.71, 0.53] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   124   123 65.30% 0.17 [-0.08, 0.42] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.00; Chi² = 1.86, df = 2 (P = 0.40); I² = 0% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.35 (P = 0.18) 
         
KT in comparison to exercise 
Paoloni et al. (2011) 9.50 6.80 13 5.40 3.90 13 9.10% 0.72 [-0.08, 1.51] 
González Enciso (2009) 9.50 6.10 4 14.75 5.80 4 2.90% -0.77 [-2.25, 0.72] 
Subtotal (95% CI)   17   17 12.10% 0.11 [-1.32, 1.54] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.73; Chi² = 2.98, df = 1 (P = 0.08); I² = 66% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.15 (P = 0.88) 
         
Total (95% CI)   174   173 100.00% 0.30 [0.04, 0.56] 
Heterogeneity: Tau² = 0.03; Chi² = 7.63, df = 6 (P = 0.27); I² = 21% 
Test for overall effect: Z = 2.25 (P = 0.02) 






This! systematic! review! and! meta1analysis! provided! a! clinically! relevant! summary! of! the!
effectiveness! of! KT! as! a! therapy! for! the! treatment! of! nonspecific! chronic! LBP,! regarding!
reducing!pain!and!disability!in!comparison!to!exercise!therapy,!sham!taping!and!as!an!adjunct!
to!conventional!therapy.!The!results!suggest!KT!has!no!overall!effect!on!pain!reduction! in!































were! included! to! permit! a! greater! number! of! papers! to! be! included.! These! should! be!





included! for!meta1analysis,! and! therefore! caution! should! be! taken!when! analysing! these!
results.! There! were! several! differences! methodologically! between! studies.! One! such!




Heterogeneity! was! also! increased! due! to! the! differences! in! taping! technique! (Table! 1).!
Several!studies!follow!Kase's!technique!of!applying!the!KT!with!little!tape!tension!but!at!the!
end!of!the!available!range!of!movement!to!allow!the!formation!of!convolutions!within!the!
tape! on! return! to! a! neutral! position,!which! is! believed! to! cause! folds! in! the! skin.! This! is!
believed!to!elevate!the!skin!above!superficial!receptors!and!help!to!reduce!pain!(Kase!and!




pain.! It! should! be! noted! that! the! paper! by! Castro" et" al." employed! this! application,! and"
produced! a! significant! reduction! in! VAS! when! compared! to! the! sham! taping.! The! other!
papers! opted! for! "I! band"! strips! placed! paravertebrally! over! the! insertion! of! the! erector!
spinae!muscles.!Another!notable! cause!of!heterogeneity!between!papers!was! the! lack!of!
consistency!between!methods!of!sham!taping.!Luz!Junior!et"al.!compared!KT!to!micro1taping!













use! of! corticosteroid! treatment! in! the! last! two! weeks! warranting! exclusion.! The! others!
mentioned!both.!Clearly,!the!use!of!analgesics!within!the!groups!would!have!an!impact!on!
the! results,! and! therefore! future! studies! should! consider! either! excluding! those! using!
analgesics! or! effectively! documenting! this! to! ensure! levels! between! experimental! and!
control!groups!are!equal!and!reduce!the!chance!of!this!confounder!influencing!the!results.!!
Other!limitations!of!this!study!occurred!during!the!search!and!retrieval!of!relevant!studies.!
The!exclusion!of!non1English!papers! is!a!potential!barrier.! In!particular,! three!studies!had!
















compared! to! other! treatment! modalities.! In! fact,! there! is! very! limited! evidence! that!
treatment!including!KT!is!less!effective!than!usual!care!at!reducing!disability!when!assessed!
by!the!RMDQ.!It!should!be!noted,!that!these!results!were!not!replicated!when!using!ODI!or!
the! QBDS! which! included! heterogeneous! studies! without! significant! findings.! Greater!
homogeneity! is! needed! between! future! studies,! and! therefore! these! results! should! be!
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referenced!with! caution,! in! particular,! the! use! of! analgesics,! taping! technique! and! sham!
therapy!applied.!











Current! evidence! suggested! that! applying! KT! has! no! overall! beneficial! effect! on! LBP!
management,!but!it!was!judged!possible!that!further!research!was!required!in!this!field!to!
ensure!no!sub1groups!were!missed!and!a!type!two!error!made!as!a!result!–!that!is,!ceasing!
treatment! that! does! have! some!benefit! if! applied! in! a! particular! fashion.! For! example,! a!











severe!pain!had!a!more!obvious! response! to!KT! therapy! (Chang!et!al.,!2017).!The! further!






adjunct,! the! focus! of! the! present! project! needs! to! be! switched! from! examining! the!











Therefore,! its! influences! on! soft! tissue! biomechanics,! body! segmental! kinematics,! and!
muscle! activation! were! included! in! my! observation! parameters.! Although! adequate!
methodology! for! these! biomechanical! parameters! has! been! previously! developed,! some!
adjustments!and!customised!design!have!been!undertaken!to!suit!the!unique!nature!of!this!
study.! For! example,! diagnostic! ultrasound! is! a!well1developed! in1vivo! tool! for!monitoring!
real1time! tissue! characteristics,!but! lacks!a! robust!quantitative!method! to!measure! fascia!
gliding!and!deformations.!Hence,!ultrasound1based!in1vivo!soft!tissue!observation!became!a!
key!measurement!tool!underpinning!the!subsequent!investigations.!




body! motion! capture! system! (as! described! in! section! 4.4.6.2)! and! a! multi1channel!
electromyography!system!(as!described! in! section!4.4.5.4)!were!also!used! to!obtain!body!





All! studies!within! this!PhD!project!were!conducted! in!accordance!with! the!Declaration!of!
Helsinki!(General!Assembly!of!the!World!Medical!Association,!2014).!Ethical!approval!for!all!
observation! studies! was! obtained! from! the! Queen! Mary! University! of! London! Ethics! of!
















information!was! saved! or! related! to! images.! Subjects!were! encouraged! to! bring! suitable!
clothing.!Male!subjects!were!suggested!to!remove!sufficient!clothing!and!wear!shorts,!and!
female! participants! were! requested! to! wear! sports! bra/vest! and! shorts! to! enable! the!
ultrasound!probe!to!be!applied!to!the!torso!with!ultrasound!coupling!gel.!In!an!improbable!




The! Investigator! explained! all! procedures! to! each! participant! before! data! collection;!
participants!understood!that!this!study!causes!no!injury.!All!data!collection!was!performed!












health! practitioners,! and! sources! for! further! information! about! LBP! is! available! in! the!
Participant!Information!Sheet.!
4.2.2) Recruitment,+inclusion+and+exclusion+criteria+
Participants! were! approached! in! several! ways.! Advertisements,! including! details! of! the!
research! project,! its! purpose! and! objective,! were! posted! around! the! university! campus!
(Appendix! B).! The! advert! reflected! the! affiliation!with!QMUL.! This! advert!was! subject! to!
consideration!by!project! supervisor!Dr!Morrissey!prior! to!use!and!cleared!by! the!QMERC!
committee.! Participants! without! a! LBP! history! were! recruited! in! the! initial! stage! for!
methodology! development! and! asymptomatic! observation! study.! People! with! LBP! were!




























































































































































































































































































































ROM! difference! of! 17.8! cm! after! taping! (Taping:! 81.5,! non1taping:! 63.7,! t! (29)! =! 2.51).!




between! groups! of! 17.3mm! (Taping:! 35.5! ±! 22.9,! Control:! 18.2! ±! 23.9)! on! the! VAS.! This!
showed!a!sample!size!of!24!in!each!group!was!required!in!order!to!ensure!80%!power!level!










Two! observational! studies! were! conducted! to! discover! if! KT! can! affect! dynamics! and!
properties! of! subcutaneous! tissues.! Both! sub1projects! were! cross1sessional! observation!
studies.! The! first! observed! the! immediate! effect! and!mechanisms!of! KT! in! asymptomatic!
participants!(Chapter!5.1).!Tissue!movements,!muscle!activations!and!joint!kinematics!were!
observed!before!and!after!participants!received!single!strip!para1spinal!taping!with!Kinesio1
tape! (as! described! in! section! 4.4.1.3.2).! The! second! observational! study!was! carried! out!
through!collaboration!with!the!Faculty!of!Sports!Sciences,!University!of!Nantes.!Shear1wave!
elastography,!which! is! also! a! newly!developed!ultrasound1based!measuring!method,!was!
used! to! observe! the! difference! in! tissue! stiffness! before! and! after! taping! (Chapter! 5.2).!
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were! recorded! synchronously! using! a! motion! capture! system! for! later! normalisations.!













•) Easy! to! control! the! US! probe! in!
isokinetic!movement!!
•) Allow! the! subject! to! perform! this!
experiment!in!a!natural!way.!






•) Not! every! subject! can! perform!
lower! trunk! motion! smoothly!
when! given! an! externally!
determined!tempo!to!follow!!
•) May!allow! subject! to!move! faster!
to!achieve!better!range!of!motion.!
•) Difficult! to! normalise! different!
speeds! of! movement! across!





























variety! of! human! tissues.! For! example,! a! systematic! review! reported! adequate! levels! of!
reliability! and! precision! for! the! quantification! of! abdominal! and! lumbar! trunk! muscle!
thickness! or! cross1sectional! area! with! ultrasound! imaging,! Intra1image! measurements!
demonstrated!good!intra1rater!(ICC!>!0.93)!!and!inter1rater!reliability!(ICC!>!0.91)!and!Inter1
image! measurements! demonstrated! good! inter1rater! reliability! (ICC! >! 0.90)! among! six!
included!high1quality!studies!(Hebert!et!al.,!2009).!Ultrasound!is,!therefore,!a!good!tool!to!be!
used!in!learning!and!researching!purposes.!Particularly!in!this!project,!it!was!used!to!observe!















Malliaras! et! al.,! 2013).! A! device! and! the! required! technical! help! was! therefore! readily!
available.!Although!the!machine!was!not!the!most!modern!ultrasound!model,!and!had!a!few!
limitations! in!the!context!of!my!project!objectives,! for!example,! I!cannot!access!the!radio!
frequency!(RF)!signal!data!and!the!probe!width!is!short,!so!my!processing!method!had!to!be!
developed!based!on!exported!image!files,!which!have!been!converted!and!processed!by!the!
built1in! algorithm! of! the! manufacturer.! These! built1in! imaging! process! usually! contains!









Magnetic! resonance! imaging!which! is! a! common! diagnosis! tool! used! for! providing! cross!
sessional!two!dimensional!images!in!three!planes.!Aside!from!availability!and!cost,!the!most!
important!factor!is!to!consider!was!whether!the!features!of!each!tool!matched!the!aim!and!




to!move!with!KT!application! so! the! skin!and! subcutaneous! tissue! can! receive! stimulation!
continuously!form!the!tape.!Therefore,!the!ability!of!exacting!parameters!during!movement!
is!an!important!concern!in!this!PhD!project.!!!!
Ultrasound!elastography! is! an!alternative!measurement!which! can!assess! tissue!elasticity!
through!b1mode!ultrasound!signals.!This!provides!information!on!tissue!deformability!(Shiina!
et!al.,!2002).!The!elasticity!of!soft!tissue!can!be!affected!by!disorders!such!as!tendinopathy,!
neuromuscular! disease! or! during! wound! healing! (Klauser! et! al.,! 2014),! ageing! and! after!
training.!For!example,!a!study!demonstrated!that!Achilles!tendon!with!tendinopathy!is!softer!





higher! accurate! estimation! of! individual!muscle! force! (R2!=! 0.98)! comparing!with! surface!
electromyography! (R2! =! 0.95).! It! is,! therefore,! a! potential! tool! to! provide! the! first1line!
detection!of! soft! tissue!biomechanical! changes! in! tendon,! ligament!or!muscles.!However,!










































such! as! latissimus! dorsi,! serratus! posterior! inferior! and! oblique! abdominal! muscles,! are!






















alteration,! more! space! overlying! the! thoracolumbar! fascia! can! be! reserved! for! EMG!






















trained! as! a! radiologist! to! use! ultrasound! as! a! diagnostic! tool,! a! number! of! formal! and!
informal! training! events! were! undertaken! before! and! during! this! study! to! ensure! the!





Although! the!machine! reliability! and! validity! had! been! proven! before! it! launched! to! the!
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The! most! important! and! relevant! development! for! my! PhD! study! was! practical! skills! in!
ultrasound! scanning! and! knowledge! of! the! image! interpretation.! This! part!was! originally!
designed! for! health! care! professions! working! in! sports! medicine! in! line! with!
recommendations! from! professional! bodies.! The! module! included! several! intensive!
ultrasound!training!covering!all!parts!of!human!body.!Apart!from!image!diagnosis,!the!lecture!
also! deconstructed! the! skills! to! a! detailed! level.! For! example,! from! basic! knowledge! of!
applied!physics!and!principles!of!application! through! to! image!capture!and!management;!
from!normal!anatomy!to!pathological!images.!
The!most!important!consequence!of!taking!this!module!is!that!it!increased!my!confidence!in!












Instead!of! using!pre1programmed!assessment! tools! provided!by! the!ultrasound!machine,!
MATLAB! (R2013a,! R2014b,! and! R2015a,! Mathwork;! MA,! USA)! based! algorithms! were!
developed!to!process!ultrasound!data!in!order!to!observe!tissue!movements,!deformations!
or! any! other! potential! tissue! properties.! This! was! the! most! important! part! of! the!
methodological!development.!It!is!important!to!note!that!all!the!algorithms!and!programmes!
mentioned!in!the!section!were!developed!by!the!candidate!with!guidance!and!essential!helps!






Before! performing! the! actual! tracking! and!measurement! process,! all! B1mode! ultrasound!
videos! were! converted! into! an! echogenicity! matrix! frame1by1frame.! Although! analysis!






































































deformations! during! designated! experimental! movement! manoeuvres! via! 3D! ultrasonic!







location! recognition! can! be! achieved! by! performing! normalised! 21D! cross1correlation!































































repeating! this! sequential! frame! tracking! algorithm! through! the! entire! videotape.! For!
example,!image!features!within!selected!ROI!in!the!first!frame!were!used!as!a!template!to!
search! for! an! area,! which! contains! the! most! similar! features,! in! the! second! frame.! If!
movement!were!detected,!the!features!within!the!new!position!in!frame!number!two!would!
be!updated!as!a!new!template!to!perform!a!new!search!in!frame!number!three.!The!same!
procedure! was! performed! until! all! frames! within! the! video! clip! were! searched.! Two1
dimensional! inter1frame! movements! were! recorded! for! further! analysis.! Figure! 19! is! an!
example! result! of! one! single! ROI! tracking! through! the! whole! video! clip! taken! from! a!















All! collected! cine! ultrasound! images! were! firstly! checked! by! the! primary! investigator! to!
visually! identify! boundaries! between! skin,! superficial! fascia! (subcutaneous! zone),! deeper!



















movement! task,!which! is! from! neutral! standing! to! a! full! lumbar! flexion! posture.! Further!













transducer! probe! and! the! skin! was! difficult! due! to! this! large! amplitude! movement! and!
deformation!of!the!surface!of!the!thoracolumbar!area.!The!other!issue!was!the!curve,!and!




prevent! the! lateral!and!rostral! translation!and!swing!of! the!ultrasound!during! the! lumbar!
flexion!movement!(Figure!21).!This!design!ensured!image!quality,!by!minimising!this!lateral!
translation!and! swing.! Scanning!with! the!probe!holder! frame!enabled! the! investigator! to!








affect! the! natural! deformation! of! tissues.! Avoiding! probe! compressing! can! also! reduce!





with! gel! on! the! probe! holder! overcame! the! issue! of! losing! contact! caused! by! lordosis1
kyphosis!transforming!(Figure!22).!
Although!the!innovative!design!of!the!transducer!probe!holder!successfully!navigated!some!




















In! order! to! ensure! the! method! described! in! the! above! sections! were! able! to! provide! a!
consistent!result,!a!test1retest!reliability!study!was!conducted.!Ultrasound!videos!of!known!
orientation!and!position!were!taken!of!9!asymptomatic!participants!(male!and!female,!aged!
27.3! ±! 2.04,!BMI!22.98!±! 3.10)!while!performing! velocity1guided! lumbar! flexion!with! and!
without! taping.! Every! participant! performed! the! same! movement! twice! for! each! taping!
conditions.! The! semi1automated! algorithm! developed! in! this! PhD! project!was! applied! to!

























' Scan'1' Scan2' p' ICCa' MEANdiffb' SDdiffc' L.LOAd' U.LOAe'
No'tape' 2.15!±!2.76! 1.91!±!2.30! 0.32! 0.82! 0.23! 1.97! 13.63! 4.09!
With'tape' 1.76!±!1.78! 1.78!±!2.53! 0.90! 0.82! 10.02! 1.69! 13.33! 3.29!









Apart! from! the! reliability! test! based! on! the! images! collected! from! human! participants,!
validation! experiments! were! carried! out! on! gelatine! and! meat! phantoms.! Although! the!
ultrasound!scanning!method!was!developed!based!on! the! images!collected! from!the!real!
human! body! and! the! results! were! found! to! be! reliable,! testing! the! same! procedure! on!
phantoms! enabled! comparison! between! ultrasound1based! measurements! and! direct!






















































as!a! tracking! target!as! it!has!high! reflective!properties!and! is!easily!distinguishable! in! the!
image!(Figure!25).!Ultrasound!images!were!captured!when!the!metal!pin!was!inserted!into!
the!gelatine!tunnel!while!a!ruler!was!used!to!measure!the! insertion!distance.!The! images!







(r! =! 0.99)! and! no! significant! systematic! differences! was! found.! Agreement! between! two!









' Values' pa' ICC2,1




! ! ! !
MATLAB'measurements' 2.29!±!0.53! 0.019! 0.038! 10.056! 0.094!
External'measuresments' 2.30!±!0.55! ! ! ! !









Although! the! built1in! ultrasound! measurement! tools! have! been! extensively! used! for!
diagnostic!purposes!and!the!accuracy!has!been!validated!it!the!last!experiment,!it!would!be!





















based! image!measurements! are! shown! in! Table! 6.! Two!measurements! showed! a! strong!
interclass!correlation!coefficient!(ICC2,1!=!0.86).!However,!a!significant!systematic!differences!
between! two! measurement! tools! was! found! (p! <! 0.01).! Ninety1five! percent! limits! of!
agreement!between!two!measurement!tools!was!plotted! in!a!Bland1Altman!plot,!which! is!







' Values' pa' ICC2,1
b' MEANdiffc' SDdiffd' L.LOAe' U.LOAf'
Ultrasound'
measurements' 4.44!±!3.91!
0.01! 0.86! 7.74! 2.01! 3.80! 11.67!
Kinematic'
measurements' 12.18!±!3.63!








movements! was! acceptable,! as! potential! errors! were! within! a! range! of! 4! mm,! and! no!
significant!systematic!difference!was!found.!Conversely,!a!systematic!error!was!detected!in!
the! second! mimicking! experiment.! To! ensure! the! methodology! development! was! valid,!
following!parameter!was!considered.!
Firstly,!movement!speed!was!not!well!controlled!in!the!meat!phantom!study.!The!image!was!









meat! layer.! Therefore,! measured! movements! in! the! motion! capturing! system! are!
consistently!larger!than!the!movements!detected!by!the!ultrasound!tracking.!






wooden! straps! and!metal! clamps!were! placed! on! one! side! of! the! plastic! bag! for! pulling!
movement!and!motion!capture.!The!plastic!bag!used!in!this!experiment!was!made!by!a!piece!
of!thicker!and!harder!material.!Therefore,!deformation!of!the!moving!layer!was!ignorable.!
Ten! sets! of! ultrasound! and! kinematic! data! were! collected! in! this! revised! version! of! the!
experiment.!
The! results! of! movement! distance! measured! using! the! motion! capturing! system! and!
ultrasound1based!image!measurements!are!shown!in!Table!7.!Mean!layer!moving!distance!
along! a! horizontal! line! across! ten! trials!was! 25.10! ±! 2.55!measured! from! the! ultrasound!
algorithm,!and!24.84!±!3.82!measured!from!kinematic!data.!Two!measurements!showed!a!







' Values' pa' ICC2,1
b' MEANdiffc' SDdiffd' L.LOAe' U.LOAf'
Ultrasound'
measurements' 25.10!±!2.55!
0.37! 0.82! 10.26! 2.33! 14.82! 4.31!
Kinematic'
measurements' 24.84!±!3.82!























One!proposed!mechanism!of!KT! is! to!produce!concentric! tension!on! the! skin,!which!may!
stimulate!the!skin!and!connective!tissue!to! facilitate!small! immediate! increases! in!muscle!
strength.! Facilitated!muscle! activity! and! improved!muscle! alignment!might! contribute! to!
marginal! increases! in!muscle! strength!and!have!been!suggested!as!additional!hypotheses!
(Kase!et!al.,!2003).!Two!studies!reported!positive!outcomes!in!measures!assessing!strength.!
Fu!et!al.!(2008)!examined!the!effect!of!KT!on!muscle!strength!in!healthy!collegiate!athletes.!
One! statistically! significant! result! was! reported! for! the! concentric! contraction! of! the!
quadriceps!at!12!hours!after!taping,!with!tape!still!on!the!thigh,!but!no!statistically!significant!
results! were! reported! for! the! seven! other! measures! of! peak! torque.! Hsu! et! al.! (2009)!











most! kinesiology! studies,! which! requires! an! in1vivo! measurement! tool! with! minimal!
influence!on!body!movement.!Therefore,!several!different!skin!surface!electrode!application!
choices,!such!as!monopolar,!bipolar!and!low!or!high1density!arrays!have!been!developed!to!










muscle! fibre! level,! which! provides! details! of! motor! control.! It! is! therefore! applied! in!
investigating!the!firing!characteristics!of!motor!units!(MUs)!(De!Luca!et!al.,!2014,!Drost!et!al.,!
2004,!Hermens!et!al.,!1992),!while!motor!neuron!activities!which!are!difficult! to!measure!











muscle! activation! values! in! a! variety! of! populations! in! living1related! or! sports1specific!





al.,! 1999).! For! example,! other! physiological! signals! can! also! be! detected! by! the! surface!
electrodes!such!as!electro1cardiac!activity.!The!preparation!of!placing!electrodes!over!the!
muscle!belly!of!the!target!muscles!needs!to!be!carefully!following!some!standard!guidelines!
such! as! Surface" ElectroMyoGraphy" for" the" NonOInvasive" Assessment" of" Muscles!





EMG! activity! and! extend! the! application! of! traditional! bipolar! sEMG!methods!which! are!











collecting! MU! information,! which! usually! requires! a! needle! electrode,! via! non1invasive!
electrodes!(De!Luca!et!al.,!2014,!Drost!et!al.,!2004,!Hermens!et!al.,!1992).!!
At!present,!there!are!still!some!challenges!needing!to!be!solved!before!applying!this!EMG!





Paoloni! et! al.! (2011)! conducted! a! study! examining! whether! KT! changed! the!




However,! some! people! with! no! LBP! can! also! fail! to! achieve! the! flexion1relaxation!
phenomenon.! Thus,! the! finding! of! this! study! is! inadequate! to! explain! the!mechanism! of!
clinical!improvement!after!KT.!Therefore,!a!tool!to!provide!more!information!about!lumbar!
muscle!activities!when!performing!the!experimental!task!with!and!without!KT!is!required.!!
Previous! studies! of! the! dynamic!movement! reported! that! linear! electrode! arrays! can! be!
representative!of!the!entire!muscle!and!it!is!sensitive!enough!to!track!fast!changes!during!
the!movement! (Farina! and! Falla,! 2008,! Farina! et! al.,! 2003,!Merletti! et! al.,! 2003).! Several!
previous! studies!have!also! researched! the! regional!distribution!of!EMG!activity!using! this!


















collect! EMG! data! (Figure! 31).! This! system! has! an! auxiliary! input! which! allowed! for! the!
simultaneous,!synchronised!collection!of!other!types!of!signals.!This!input/output!availability!
was! particularly! useful! for! synchronisation! between! the! ultrasound! and! motion! capture!
systems.!!
A!linear!multichannel!EMG!arrays!using!the!micro1electrodes,!which!are!available!with!the!
REFA! system! (as! described! in! Figure! 31),!was! applied! to! the! thoracolumbar! area!of! each!
participant!(Figure!32).!Sixteen!monopolar!Multi1channel!EMG!signals!were!collected!from!
the!erector!spinae!instead!of!one!bipolar!single1channel!on!each!side.!These!settings!enabled!







a! method! to! fix! these! sensors! to! the! skin! was! developed! in! the! Human! Performance!









































adjustments! to! avoid! any! signal! interference! due! to! poor! contact!with! the! skin! or! trunk!












synchronisation! status.! Before! signal! processing,! the! length! of! trimmed! data! was! also!
compared!to!the!motion!data!in!order!to!ensure!no!synchronisation!error!occurred.!Initial!
EMG!data,!which!began!collecting!before!motion!capture!onset,!and!final!sample!sections,!








































































Quantitative! amplitude! analysis,! which! is! targeted! in! most! cases! of! EMG! specific! signal!
processing! steps! and! believed! to! increase! the! reliability! and! validity! of! findings! (Konrad,!
2006),! was! applied! to! the! present! project! to! enable! important! understandings! of! the!
neuromuscular! control! during! the! experimental! task! with! or! without! taping.! As! per!
international! scientific! recommendations! (ISEK,! SENIAM),! some! of! the! well1established!






























units! continuously! changes! within! the! motor! unit! diameter! (Konrad,! 2006).! The! non1
reproducible! part! of! the! signal,! which! is! the! steep! amplitude! spikes,! was! cut! away! and!








signal.!As! shown! in!Figure!37,! the!EMG!signal! then! received!a! ‘linear!envelope’.!This!was!
performed!by!smoothing!all!signals!with!a! low!pass! filter!–! in!this!case,!a!zero1lag! fourth1
order! low1pass!Butterworth! filter! at!50!Hz! (smoothing!with!a!201millisecond! constant)! to!
create!a!linear!envelope!for!each!area!(channel).!This!frequency!was!chosen!because!time!
constants!higher!than!25!to!30!millisecond!introduce!detectable!delays!and!therefore!can!






These!assessments!often! involve!measurements! in!one!or! two!dimensions.!However,! the!
lumbar!movement! is! a! complex!movement! involving! a! number! of!motion! segments! and!






additionally,! to! discover! if! movement! patterns! changed! when! KT! was! applied! in! the!
thoracolumbar!area,!in!comparison!to!the!condition!when!participants!had!no!taping!applied.!!
‘Motion! capture’! refers! to! a!process!of! recording! and!measuring!movements!of! humans,!
animals!or!any!objects.!It!is!presented!in!a!numeric!form!that!can!be!further!applied!(Dyer!et!




A! typical!motion! capture! system! includes! a! set! of! devices! that! able! to! track! positions! of!






Vision1based! capturing! is! the! most! common! type! of! systems! in! sports! science! research!
(Moeslund!et!al.,! 2006).! The!markers!are!placed!on! the!object,! and! their! location!can!be!






In!order! to!obtain! location! information!of!markers! in!a!31d!coordinates,! the!same!optical!
signal!needs!to!be!received!from!two!receivers!located!in!different!position.!The!positional!
information!at!each!epoch!can!then!be!calculated!and!transferred!into!a!3D!coordinate!data!
(Bodenheimer! et! al.,! 1997,!Moeslund! et! al.,! 2006).! A! growing! interest! has! recently! been!
shown!by! the!biomechanics!community! in!marker1less!optical!motion!capture! techniques!
(Ceseracciu!et!al.,!2014,!Sigal!et!al.,!2010).!As!this!technique!is!relatively!new,!there!is!still!the!
need! for! validation! and! standardisation! of! the! biomechanical! models! they! comprise.!
Although! some! efforts! at! validation! are!made! by! the! computer! vision! community,! some!
issues!still!need!to!be!solved!before! this!method!can!be!used! in!specific!applications.!For!
example,!no!standardised!segmentation!algorithm,!which!is!well1developed!in!marker1based!
systems,!has! yet!been!developed! (Ceseracciu!et!al.,! 2014).!Description!of! functional! joint!






























units! and!one!analogue! to!digital! signal! converter!were!used! in! the!present!project.! This!
system!uses!information!gathered!from!light!emitting!diode!(LED)!markers!placed!on!body!













x1axis! and! another! was! placed! indicating! y1axis! and! direction.! To! save! set! up! time,! the!
number!of!markers!can!be!reduced!by!two!if!the!original!marker!were!used!as!a!mutual!point!















capture! area,! all! scanner! units! were! positioned! on! tripods! encircling! the! area.! It! was!
imperative! that! these! scanner! units! remained! static! following! calibration,! as! any!





et! al.! (1995),!was! used! to! capture! lower! limb,! pelvic! and! trunk!movement! patterns.! This!
method! involves! identifying! an! anatomical! frame! for! each! segment! through! the!
identification!of!anatomical! landmarks!and!segment! tracking!markers,!or!marker!clusters.!
Among!this,!CAST!offers!the!ability!to!model!each!body!segment!in!six!degrees!of!freedom,!













































































C7' Spinous! process! of! the! 7th! cervical!
vertebra!
Origin! The!origin!coincident!with!C7!
ST' Sternal!notch! x1axis! The!line!connecting!C7!and!ST!
L.AC' Left!Shoulder!acromion! y1axis! The! common! line! perpendicular! to! the! z!
and!x1axes!








C7' Spinous! process! of! the! 7th! cervical!
vertebra!
Origin! The!origin!coincident!with!T7!
T7' Spinous! process! of! the! 7th! Thoracic!
vertebra!
x1axis! The! common! line!perpendicular! to! the! y!
and!z1axes!
L.Rib' Left!10th!rib!angle! y1axis! The!line!connecting!Mid1TR!and!C7!
R.Rib' Right!10th!rib!angle! z1axis! The!line!connecting!L.Rib!and!R.Rib!
















R.ASIS' Right!anterior!superior!iliac!spine.! Origin! The!origin!coincident!with!MidASIS!
L.ASIS' Left!anterior!superior!iliac!spine.! x1axis! The!line!connecting!L.ASIS!and!R.ASIS!
R.PSIS' Right!posterior!superior!iliac!spine.! y1axis! The!line!perpendicular!to!the!plane!
formed!by!two!ASIS!and!MidPSIS!
L.PSIS' Left!posterior!superior!iliac!spine.! x1axis! The!common!line!perpendicular!to!the!y!
and!z1axes,!
MidASIS' The!midpoint!between!two!ASIS! ! !









LFE' Tip!of!the!lateral!femoral!epicondyle! Origin! The!origin!coincident!with!HJC.!






















MM' Tip!of!the!medial!malleolus! Origin! The!origin!coincident!with!IM.!
LM' Tip!of!the!lateral!malleolus! x1axis! The!line!perpendicular!to!the!plane!
through!IC,!MM,!and!LM,!pointing!
anteriorly.!




















versus! lower! trunk! and! lower! trunk! versus!upper! trunk! in! the! sagittal! plane.! These! Euler!
angles! were! computed! from! the! distal! segment! relative! to! the! proximal! segment.! For!
example,!the!hip!joint!angle!used!to!compute!thoracolumbar!flexion!was!a!mean!value!of!left!
and!right!hip!flexion,!which!were!computed!from!the!embedded!vector!bases!of!both!thigh!


















recorded! these! signals! synchronously! with! a! separate! channel.! Kinematic! and! EMG! data!
could!then!be!aligned!on!the!same!time!axis!according!to!the!digital!synchronisation!signals!
(Figure!42).!!
The! most! challenge! part! of! synchronisation! was! the! Ultrasound! due! to! lack! of! robust!
input/output!ability.! This!was!achieved!by!using! the! ‘remote! start’! function!on! the!CODA!
motion!hub!through!a!microswitch.!A!microswitch!was!connected!to!channel!six!on!the!ADC!




a! second! version! of! the!microswitch! trigger! provided! a! better! synchronisation! result.! As!
shown!in!Figure!43,!instead!of!triggering!with!two!fingers!at!the!same!time,!two!triggers!were!
physically!contacted!and!can!be!activated!by!a!single!action,!which!significantly!reduced!the!
human!error.!Outcomes!of! a! later! synchronisation! test! confirmed! this! improvement.! The!





































































































































EMG!system!were!compared!and! the! time!shift!between! two!systems!was!0.024!±!0.064!

















trigger! before! starting! acquisition! during! the! actual! experiment.! As! soon! as! the! external!
trigger!was!pulled!at!the!same!time!with!the!ultrasound!acquisition,!Odin!sent!out!a!signal!
and! started! acquiring! data! at! the! same!moment.! A!multifunction! I/O! device! (USB16210,!
National! Instruments)! was! used! to! record! the! external! signal! and! Odin! synchronisation!








































































1' 2.623! 3.512! 0.889!
0.890! 0.013! 0.999!
2' 1.516! 2.434! 0.918!
3' 1.259! 2.145! 0.886!
4' 1.567! 2.467! 0.900!
5' 1.803! 2.682! 0.879!
6' 1.803! 2.682! 0.879!
7' 0.801! 1.705! 0.904!
8' 1.130! 2.029! 0.899!
9' 0.849! 1.753! 0.904!
10' 0.883! 1.762! 0.879!
11' 0.979! 1.855! 0.876!
12' 0.863! 1.739! 0.876!















the! transducer! and! touch! the! surface.! The! ultrasound! image! immediately! changed! from!






probe!contacts! the!surface! (Figure!50D).!On! the!other!hand,! the!probe!contact!moments!






be! shifted! according! to! this! result! before! being! processed! variable! extraction,! and! the!
potential!error!is!up!to!0.20!second.!
4.4.7.1.3) Outcome+of+synchronisation+monitoring+
Despite! the! complexity,! an! acceptable! synchronisation! between! the! three! systems! 1!
kinematic,! EMG! and! ultrasound! has! been! achieved! by! iterative! loop! trigger! design! and!
monitoring!tests.!Delays!and!shifts!between!machines!were!consistent!and!can!be!adjusted!
after!data!collection.!Trigger!signals!have!been!recorded!to!align!all!three!types!of!signals.!
Due! to! the! input/output! functionality! limitations! of! the! ultrasound! machine,! this!
synchronisation!design!cannot!guarantee!a!perfect!signal!alignment.!However,!the!current!
solution! was! carefully! examined! in! multiple! series! of! tests,! which! promised! an! optimal!
synchronising! result! for! the! further! experiments! in! this! project.! In! summary,! the!








































1' 2.769! 2.071! 0.698!
0.713! 0.051! 0.986!
2' 2.130! 1.440! 0.690!
3' 1.996! 1.269! 0.727!
4' 2.124! 1.513! 0.611!
5' 2.626! 1.939! 0.687!
6' 2.363! 1.723! 0.640!
7' 2.585! 1.919! 0.666!
8' 3.086! 2.321! 0.765!
9' 1.986! 1.331! 0.655!
10' 2.211! 1.500! 0.711!
11' 2.206! 1.466! 0.740!
12' 2.322! 1.544! 0.778!
13' 2.117! 1.395! 0.722!
14' 2.202! 1.408! 0.794!
15' 1.993! 1.289! 0.704!
16' 2.152! 1.441! 0.711!
17' 2.121! 1.338! 0.783!
18' 1.858! 1.130! 0.728!
19' 2.081! 1.418! 0.663!
20' 2.068! 1.284! 0.784!
!
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Kinematics! contains!eight! relative! joint!movements! in! a! three1dimension! coordinate,! and!
seven! local! coordinates! (trunk! and! lower! limb! were! divided! into! seven! segments).! All!






The! designated! movement! tasks! were! divided! into! phases! according! to! the! kinematic!
datasets!of!upper,!lower!trunk!and!pelvis!rotation!in!the!sagittal!plane.!Flexion!and!extension!




































that! simply! considering! movements! in! one! axis,! Caudal1rostral! movements! for! example,!
missed!information!of!initial!direction!change!and!underestimated!the!amount!of!movement,!


















present! thesis! (Tu! et! al.! 2016).! Several! terms! considered! by! the! investigator! before! this!
publication!were,! still,! not! clear.! For! example,! ‘Shear! strain’,! the! ratio! of! deformation! to!
original!dimensions,!was!commonly!used!in!previous!studies!because!shape!changes!of!the!
thoracolumbar!fascial!images!were!analysed!and!discussed!(Langevin!et!al.,!2011).!However,!
the! thoracolumbar! tissue!movements! were!monitored,! and! the! difference! between! two!
sides!of!tissue!boundaries!was!computed!in!the!present!study!and!do!not!accurately!fit!the!
definition!of! shear! strain.!Apart! from! this,! ‘Gliding’,!which! is! a! common! term! to!describe!
movement!at!joint!surfaces,!was!also!considered.!Although!boundaries!on!the!sub1cutaneous!
lumbar!tissue!can!be!seen,!and!the!movement!appearance!was!very!similar!gliding.!However,!
the! boundaries! between! skin,! fascia! and! muscles! are! not! as! clear! an! interface! as! joint!

























































One! of! the! important! aims! of! EMG! analyses! was! to! confirm! if! EMG! differs! from! each!
condition!which! is!parallel! to! the! findings!of!ultrasound!analyses.!Simply!extracting!mean!






The!median! frequency! for! the!EMG!signal!of!each!channel!was!calculated.!The! frequency!
spectrum!provides!information!about!the!underlying!nature!of!the!motor!units!contributing!
to!overall!signals!with!larger!fast!twitch!motor!units!thought!to!fire!at!higher!frequencies.!
























Statistical! toolbox! (R2015a,! Mathwork;! MA,! USA).! Descriptive! statistics! were! used! to!
characterize!the!study!sample.!Data!normality!was!checked!by!using!the!Shapiro1Wilk!test!to!










ultrasound! video! processing! procedures,! these! variables! were! considered! correlated.!
Therefore,!two–way!Multivariate!analyses!of!variance!(MANOVA)!with!repeated!measures!
were! used! to! detect! changes! in! tissue! movements! at! four! zones! and! para1cutaneous!
translations!at!three!boundaries!before!and!after!KT!was!applied!(Chapter!6).!
Apart!from!confounding!variables,!VAS!scores!during!the!experimental!tasks!were!recorded!








based! soft! tissue! measurement! techniques,! which! is! the! most! important! measurement!
approach! in! my! PhD;! design! of! experimental! protocol! and! selection! of! biomechanical!
parameters,!such!as!joint!kinematics!and!EMG;!design!of!synchronisation!unit!and!its!quality!
check,! and! finally,! the! selection! of! statistical! analysis! methods.! No! single! part! of! the!
methodology!of! this!PhD!project!was! fully!developed!before!my! study.!A! combination!of!
struggles,!adjustments,!customised!design!and!scientific!testing! is!the!best!descriptions!of!
this! experimental! procedure! development.!However,! summarising! this! chapter!means! all!











This! chapter! contains! two! independent! observational! projects! involving! asymptomatic!
participants! to! explore! two! key! elements! of! KT!mechanisms.! The! first! project!measured!
tissue! dynamics,! including! deformation! and! para1cutaneous! translation! between! tissue!
layers,! alongside! kinematic! data! as! the! reference! of! complete! trunk! movement,! and!
electromyography!data!to!examaine!if!influences!of!KT!on!the!soft!tissue!were!explained!by!
muscle!activation!patterns.!The!second!project!was!focussed!on!the!examination!of!tissue!
stiffness! changes! on! the! thoracolumbar! fascia! using! ultrasound! elastography! before! and!
after!KT!and!sham!taping.!The!work!described!in!this!section!was!designed!to!obtain!a!better!


































focussed!on! effects! possibly! to! the! detriment! of! our! understanding! and! application.! Five!
systematic!reviews!(Kalron!and!Bar1Sela,!2013,!Morris!et!al.,!2013,!Mostafavifar!et!al.,!2012,!
Parreira!et!al.,!2014a,!Williams!et!al.,!2012)!examining!the!clinical!effects!of!KT!application!in!
musculoskeletal! and! sports1related! injuries! concluded! that! KT! may! only! have! a! small!
beneficial!effect.!However,! the! reports!are! somewhat!confused!by! the!diversity!of! taping!
approaches!combined!in!evidence!synthesis.!All!reviews!are!discussing!similar!materials!that!
include!some!low1quality!trials!or!small!sample!sizes.!The!most!recent!review!(Parreira!et!al.,!





evaluated! this! therapeutic! tool! and! were! either! looking! at! different! conditions! or!
investigating!with! a! diversity! of! approaches.! To! date,! there! is! no! robust! evidence! to! link!
pathophysiological!effects!and!actual!body!reactions!triggered!by!KT.!Thus!no!clear!direction!
has!emerged!to!suggest!these!considerations!translate!into!clinical!practice.!!






patients! with! chronic! LBP! for! longer! than! 12! months! have! been! found! to! increase! the!
thickness!of!their!thoracolumbar!fascia!(Langevin!et!al.,!2009);!and!the!fascia!shear!strain!has!
been! reduced!when! compared!with! those!without! LBP! (Langevin! et! al.,! 2011).! However,!





provide! a! better! understanding! of! how! the! thoracolumbar! soft! tissue! responds! to!



























































Electromyography! data! was! collected! synchronously! along! the! ultrasound! and! motion!
capture.!A!linear!multichannel!EMG!electrode!arrays!were!set!on!the!thoracolumbar!area!of!
each!participant!following!the!instruction!stated!in!Chapter!4.4.5.4.2.!All!collected!data!were!









A! customised!MATLAB! (R2015a,! Mathwork;! MA,! USA)! based! algorithm! was! used! in! the!
present! study.! The! programme! is! designed! to! track! fascia! movements! in! 3D! ultrasound!
images!using!a!cross1correlation!feature!tracking!method!(Chapter!4.4.1.5.1).!
B1mode!ultrasound!videos!were!converted!into!an!echogenicity!matrix!frame1by1frame.!An!
investigator! identified! boundaries! between! skin,! fascia! and! muscles! according! to!
echogenicity;!the!intra1investigator!reliability!of!boundary!identification!was!high!(ICC!=!0.98).!
The!programme! then! tracked! the!movements!of! tissue!automatically.! The! centre!area!of!
each!layer!was!defined!as!an!area!of!interest.!The!programme!automatically!searched!the!





This! term! was! used! to! describe! one! of! the! main! outcome!measures! which! indicate! the!











































! ! NT! ! KT! !
! Interface! Mean! Std.! ! Mean! Std.! p1value!
Neutral!to!Flexion! Skin/Sub! 0.52! 0.34! ! 0.27! 0.27! <0.01!
Sub/Fascia! 0.88! 0.74! ! 0.38! 0.29! 0.02!
Fascia/Muscle! 0.94! 0.60! ! 0.48! 0.42! 0.05!
Return!to!Neutral! Skin/Sub! 0.35! 0.38! ! 0.33! 0.49! 0.43!
Sub/Fascia! 0.52! 0.72! ! 0.31! 0.20! 0.20!




mean!power! frequency!of!EMG!signals! in! the!neutral1to1flexion!and! the! return1to1neutral!
phases!were! summarised! in! Figure! 58! through! to! Figure! 60.! Eight! channels!were!plotted!







activation! patterns! during! the! experimental! task.! Red! data! points! (KT)! represented! the!
differences!of!EMG!variables!between!sides!when!KT!was!randomly!applied!to!one!side!of!
the! lower! back,! while! blue! data! points! (NT)! represented! differences! of! EMG! variables!
between!sides!when!no!taping!was!applied.!No!significant!difference!in!all!three!variables!

























' 8! 11.08! 19.09! 3.15! 0.31! !
7! 12.57! 112.90! 10.91! 0.03! *!
6! 11.31! 111.32! 2.93! 0.22! !
5! 10.30! 17.32! 5.58! 0.77! !
4! 10.82! 112.41! 5.75! 0.43! !
3! 10.31! 110.66! 8.09! 0.76! !
2! 10.97! 19.43! 3.65! 0.35! !
1! 0.23! 16.96! 8.55! 0.82! !
'











' 8! 0.70! 15.42! 10.50! 0.50! !
7! 10.19! 112.67! 10.73! 0.86! !
6! 0.31! 19.40! 12.45! 0.76! !
5! 1.12! 16.78! 20.83! 0.29! !
4! 0.62! 113.11! 23.21! 0.55! !
3! 0.63! 111.83! 20.93! 0.55! !
2! 10.92! 112.40! 5.08! 0.38! !


































8! 11.53! 15.14! 0.95! 0.16! !
7! 12.78! 17.15! 10.79! 0.02! *!
6! 11.15! 14.84! 1.54! 0.28! !
5! 11.08! 13.50! 1.20! 0.30! !
4! 10.78! 15.28! 2.53! 0.45! !
3! 10.47! 14.84! 3.17! 0.65! !
2! 10.55! 12.95! 1.77! 0.59! !











8! 0.41! 12.27! 3.31! 0.69! !
7! 10.75! 16.13! 3.04! 0.47! !
6! 10.58! 14.35! 2.56! 0.58! !
5! 0.25! 12.94! 3.71! 0.80! !
4! 10.33! 16.59! 4.88! 0.75! !
3! 0.06! 13.78! 3.99! 0.95! !
2! 11.33! 15.07! 1.24! 0.21! !

































8! 0.32! 15.92! 7.90! 0.76! !
7! 2.42! 0.69! 16.92! 0.04! *!
6! 0.95! 14.54! 11.30! 0.36! !
5! 10.52! 16.06! 3.76! 0.61! !
4! 11.13! 19.57! 3.11! 0.28! !
3! 10.73! 111.93! 6.11! 0.48! !
2! 0.09! 18.15! 8.87! 0.93! !











8! 10.80! 111.44! 5.33! 0.44! !
7! 2.20! 10.06! 8.35! 0.05! !
6! 10.60! 17.87! 4.51! 0.56! !
5! 2.05! 10.35! 9.73! 0.07! !
4! 0.10! 15.27! 5.75! 0.92! !
3! 10.73! 17.62! 3.89! 0.48! !
2! 1.05! 13.42! 9.65! 0.32! !





















Blue" bars" represent" integral" of" smoothed" EMG" signals" when" volunteers" performing" experimental"





















8! 1.88! 12.06! 25.95! 0.09! !
7! 1.20! 16.53! 22.25! 0.25! !
6! 1.05! 17.32! 20.30! 0.32! !
5! 1.46! 15.20! 25.57! 0.17! !
4! 1.12! 13.14! 9.53! 0.29! !
3! 0.84! 19.93! 21.92! 0.42! !
2! 0.82! 17.80! 17.06! 0.43! !











8! 1.57! 15.73! 34.53! 0.14! !
7! 1.03! 111.23! 31.11! 0.32! !
6! 0.64! 115.98! 28.94! 0.53! !
5! 1.03! 111.98! 33.04! 0.33! !
4! 0.44! 118.00! 26.82! 0.67! !
3! 0.63! 115.33! 27.44! 0.54! !
2! 0.26! 118.67! 23.58! 0.80! !
1! 0.08! 120.40! 21.92! 0.94! !
! 
! ! 





























8! 1.18! 12.53! 8.38! 0.26! !
7! 0.61! 13.94! 6.96! 0.55! !
6! 0.59! 14.03! 6.91! 0.57! !
5! 1.01! 12.93! 7.89! 0.33! !
4! 0.69! 12.04! 3.88! 0.50! !
3! 0.80! 13.90! 8.29! 0.44! !
2! 0.54! 13.52! 5.78! 0.60! !











8! 1.46! 12.98! 14.82! 0.17! !
7! 1.05! 14.61! 13.08! 0.31! !
6! 1.05! 13.99! 11.14! 0.32! !
5! 1.13! 13.99! 12.37! 0.28! !
4! 0.32! 17.90! 10.59! 0.75! !
3! 0.95! 14.96! 12.36! 0.36! !
2! 0.54! 15.04! 8.29! 0.60! !



































8! 0.51! 17.23! 11.62! 0.62! !
7! 1.50! 12.81! 14.73! 0.16! !
6! 1.47! 13.10! 15.12! 0.17! !
5! 0.99! 15.17! 13.47! 0.34! !
4! 0.64! 15.51! 9.99! 0.53! !
3! 0.57! 16.25! 10.58! 0.58! !
2! 1.84! 11.17! 13.20! 0.09! !











8! 10.52! 17.98! 4.92! 0.61! !
7! 0.27! 14.87! 6.26! 0.79! !
6! 11.10! 110.78! 3.66! 0.30! !
5! 0.81! 12.94! 6.39! 0.43! !
4! 10.69! 18.49! 4.48! 0.51! !
3! 10.92! 19.98! 4.13! 0.38! !
2! 0.18! 16.64! 7.83! 0.86! !










A! scatter! plot! was! generated! to! demonstrate! the! relationship! between! integrated! EMG!
values!and!soft!tissue!movements!during!the!experimental!task!(Figure!64).!Positive!values!
on!the!X1axis!of! the!plot! indicate! that!KT!reduced!overall! tissue!movements,!and!positive!
values!on!the!Y1axis!indicates!that!KT!reduced!muscle!activation.!Therefore,!data!located!in!
the! first!quadrant! indicate! that!KT! reduced!both! tissue!movement!and!muscle!activation;!
data! located!in!the!third!quadrant! indicated!that!KT! increased!both!tissue!movement!and!
muscle!activation.! In!contrast,!data! located! in! the!second!and! fourth!quadrants! indicated!



























2012).! However,! the! evidence! exploring! its! actual! mechanisms! is! inadequate.! It! was!
therefore! likely! beneficial! to! understand! the! effect! of! KT! on! the! skin! and! subcutaneous!
tissues! in! asymptomatic! subjects! during!whole1body!movements,! in! order! to! understand!
mechanisms!and!perhaps!what!kind!of!patients!are!most!likely!to!benefit!1!myofascial!related!
LBP!for!example.!By!understanding!the!KT!mechanisms!in!those!without!pain,!we!will!be!able!
to! compare!any! tissue!movement!differences!observed! in!people!with!pain!who!have!KT!
applied.!!




irregular! movement! patterns.! Interestingly,! alongside! the! tissue! movements! being!





(Lemos!et!al.,!2014)!which! reported!no!significant! immediate! improvement!of!ROM!after!
applying!KT.!However,!evidence!on!ROM!improvement!is!currently!conflicting.!The!conflict!
may!be!due!to!two!reasons:!firstly,!results!were!produced!by!different!assessment!methods;!











Information! about! muscle! activity! has! been! considered! to! confirm! changes! in! tissue!






of! this! electromyography!data! could! reveal! the!neuromuscular!mechanism!of! KT.!Results!

















tape! tension,! however,! keeping! the! study! procedure! as! simple! as! the! standard! taping!
method,!which!was!introduced!in!KT!books!and!prior!studies!(Added!et!al.,!2013,!Kase!et!al.,!
2003,!Parreira!et!al.,!2014b),!provides!a!clearer!and!focused!view!in!research!findings.!Apart!
from! KT,! there! are! also! other! types! of! tapes! are! currently! used! in! the! clinical! practice,!
McConnell! Tape! and! Dynamic! Tape,! for! example.! Only! one! particular!method! of! KT!was!
applied!in!the!present!study.!Therefore!it!is!uncertain!if!a!similar!effect!can!be!delivered!using!











and! third! lumbar! spine! due! to! the! size! of! the! ultrasound! probe! view.! KT! may! affect!












In! summary,! thoracolumbar! tissue! dynamics! were! altered! in! subjects! without! LBP! after!
receiving! KT! application.! Results! suggest! that! KT! may! reduce! sub1cutaneous! connective!
tissue! movements! and! inter1tissue! translation! at! boundaries! during! lumbar! flexion!
movement.!Additionally,!KT!may!also!reduce!lumbar!muscle!activation!and!the!reduction!was!













in! the!abstract!book!of!XXVI!Congress!of! the! International!Society!of!Biomechanics,!2017!
(pp.461).!
5.2.1) Background++









A!prospective!study!has!shown!that!the!coracohumeral! ligament! is!stiffer! in!patients!with!
adhesive!capsulitis!compared!with!their!unaffected!contralateral!shoulder!(Wu!et!al.,!2015).!
This!study!also!demonstrated!variations!in!the!stiffness!of!the!ligament!reflecting!different!
angles! of! external! rotation! of! the! arm.! The! development! of! this! study! potentially! adds!
additional! criteria! for! linking! adhesive! capsulitis! with! tissue! property! changes! such! as!
stiffness! and! thickness! of! the! ligament.! Within! other! fibrosis! tissue,! the! plantar! fascia,!
another!study!using!strain!elastography!found!the!plantar!fascia!in!symptomatic!patients!to!
be!thicker!and!more!hypoechoic!compared!with!controls,!correlated!with!a!loss!of!elasticity,!









(Hug! et! al.,! 2014).! Despite! taping! not! having! a! significant! effect! on! fully! contracted! or!
shortened! muscle,! the! shear! elastic! modulus! was! significantly! affected! by! the! taping!















The! European! Federation! of! Societies! for! Ultrasound! in!Medicine! and! Biology! (EFSUMB)!
published! a! guideline! summarised! basic! principles! of! elastography! technique! and!
recommended!a!number!of!clinical!applications!of!all!forms!of!elastography!(Bamber!et!al.,!














lumbar! flexion,! to! inform!efforts! to!understand! taping!mechanisms!and!ultimately! target!
treatment!better.!
5.2.2) Method+



































































shear" elastic" modulus" (scale" (kPa)" at" top" right)." To" obtain" a" representative" value," the" shear" elastic"










































deep! fascial! zones! (F! =! 7.59,! p! <! 0.01,! η2! =! 0.37)!when! lumbar! flexion! degree! increased,!















(2011),! which! revealed! a! similar! reduction! in! tissue! deformation! when! people! with! LBP!
received!a!passive!lumbar!movement.!This!additional!observation!provides!a!different!aspect!
of! examining! tissue! biomechanics.! Understanding! the! effect! of! KT! on! tissue! elasticity! in!
participants!without!pain!plays!an! important!role! in!finding!potential!explanations!for!the!
conflicting! results.! Furthermore,! comparison! of! para1cutaneous! translational! movements!
and! tissue! elasticity! may! help! us! to! understand! pain! mechanisms! and! response!
characteristics,! therefore! improving! the! accuracy! of! treatment! decisions! concerning! KT!
application.!












significant,! tissue! stiffness! was! increased! in! both! thoracolumbar! fascia! zones! when!
volunteers! were! standing! with! KT! applied.! Sham! taping! showed! no! differences! from! no!
taping,! but! a! significant! increase! in! shear! wave! velocity! at! 90°! of! flexion! was! found! in!
comparison! with! KT! (p! =! 0.048).! ! A! particularly! interesting! finding! was! the! significant!







linked! with! tissue! deformation! as! the! recoiling! of! the! tape! causing! the! underlying! skin!





the! mechanical! structure! of! the! tissue.! Collagen! bundles! have! increasingly! random!
orientations!from!superficial!to!deeper!layers!of!the!skin!(van!Zuijlen!et!al.,!2003).!Superficial!
fascia! is! continuous! with! the! dermis,! and! consists! of! connective! tissue,! both! containing!
irregularly!arranged!collagen!fibres.!This!is!continuous!with!epimysium!of!the!deeper!tissues,!
including! deeper! fascia! and!muscles,! below! is! comprised! of! irregularly! arranged! collagen!
fibres! (Langevin! and! Huijing,! 2009).! Regarding! present! findings,! I! suggest! a! potential!
explanation.!KT!may!deform!the!superficial!skin!predominantly!in!the!direction!it!adheres,!
and!therefore!generate!skin!convolutions.!Owing!to!the!irregular!arrangement!of!collagen!
fibres! deeper! within! the! skin! and!within! the! interlayer! connective! tissues,! the! loads! are!
directed! diversely! such! that! most! of! the! deformation! occurs! in! arbitrary! directions.! The!
tension!of!KT! lifting! the! skin! in! the! sagittal! plane! (as! the!direction!of!KT!application)! and!
concentrating!the!tissue!towards!the!recoil!centre!in!the!frontal!plane!(parallel!to!the!skin!




There! were! a! few! limitations! in! the! present! project.! Firstly,! no!movement! was! involved!
during!the!experimental!procedure;!participants!were!asked!to!adopt!a!still!posture!when!
receiving! ultrasound! scans.! This! is! due! to! the! design! limitation! of! the! shear! wave!
electrography!unit!and!algorithm.!The!ultrasound!generated!a!1!Hz!pulse!alongside!with!b1
mode!ultrasound!wave!to!calculate!tissue!elasticity.!Only!slow!movement!can!be!observed!











using! elastography.! Results! showed! that! KT! significantly! reduced! thoracolumbar! fascia!
stiffness! when! the! participants! were! fully! flexed.! This! finding! provides! a! potential!
explanation! for! those! reported! taping! effects,! such! as! pain! reduction! and! movement!
improvement.!Further!investigation!is!needed!to!test!if!results!differ!in!a!symptomatic!cohort.!
5.3! Chapter+summary+


























although! the! comparison! of! EMG! amplitude! and! frequency! before! and! after! KT! were!




as!many!different!occupations!and!sports.! It! is!known!to!be!provocative!for!many! lumbar!
pain!presentations!(D’hooge!et!al.,!2013,!Geisser!et!al.,!2004,!Snook!et!al.,!1998).!!Previous!
studies!have!suggested!that!lumbar!flexion!is!associated!with!increased!intradiscal!pressure!
that! predisposes! vertebral! discs! to! injury! (Nachemson,! 1981,! Sato! et! al.,! 1999,! Yip! et! al.,!
2004).! Although! a! systematic! review! indicated! that! there! are! no! high1quality! studies! to!
associate!bending!and!twisting!with!LBP!(Wai!et!al.,!2010),!lumbar!flexion!triggers!a!greater!
amount!of!thoracolumbar!tissue!movement!in!the!sagittal!plane!than!extension,!side1flexion!
(coronal! plane)! or! rotation! (transverse! plane).! It! has! been! used! in! the! study! of! tissue!
dynamics.!For!example,!Langevin!et!al.!(2011)!used!a!motorised!plinth!to!passively!move!the!
trunk! to! create! passive! lumbar! flexion! when! investigating! the! difference! in! the!
















LBP! has! an! estimated! prevalence! of! 80%! in! the! general! population.! Even! though! 90%!of!
patients! recover!within! six!weeks,! up! to! 60%! of! patients! go! on! to! suffer! from! recurrent!
episodes!(Lemos!et!al.,!2014).!LBP!is!a!largely!self1limiting!condition,!but!it!is!responsible!for!
a! substantial! socioeconomic! burden! and! accounts! for! one! of! the! highest! numbers! of!
disability1resultant!reduction!in!quality!adjusted!life!years!globally!(Vos!et!al.,!2012).!The!use!
of!a!range!of!adjunctive!therapeutic!interventions,!such!as!KT,!are!popular!and!believed!to!
offer! some! level! of! clinical! benefit! (Kachanathu! et! al.,! 2014),! but! the! actual! effects! and!
mechanisms!remain!unclear.!Although!potential!mechanisms!have!been!discovered!in!the!
studies! included! in! Chapter! 5,! we! still! lack! measures! in! relevant! clinical! populations! to!







aetiology!of! LBP! further! complicates! this! issue! (Langevin!and!Sherman,!2007).! To!help! to!
clarify!this!issue,!this!chapter!aimed!to!explore!how!KT!would!affect!tissue!movements!during!
different! movement! tasks! in! people! with! LPB.! The! objectives! are! to! repeat! the! same!
experiment! as! Chapter! 511,! and! additionally! apply! them! to! three!more! conditions!which!
simulate!common!activities!of!daily!life!scenarios!such!as!sitting,!holding!objects!and!seeking!
support! during! lumbar! movements,! in! addition! to! the! standard! movement! task.!





Following! the! asymptomatic! observational! study,! a! snapshot! repeated1measured!
observational! study! was! carried! out! to! explore! potential! taping! mechanisms! in! the!







excluded,! as! this! might! influence! soft! tissue! dynamics.! Detailed! inclusion! and! exclusion!






the! history! and! severity! of! participants’! LBP! at! baseline.! Participants! were! required! to!
perform!the!speed1guided!lumbar!flexion1extension!task!without!taping!and!with!KT!in!four!
different!conditions! (Table!22).!The!order! for! these!conditions!was! randomised!by!sealed!
envelope! selection.! Participants!were! asked! to! select! one! envelope! from! four! unmarked!
identical!envelopes!to!determine!the!order!in!which!they!would!perform!the!movement!tasks.!
Each!task!was!performed!three!times!without!KT!and!repeated!a!further!three!times!with!KT!
















































On! the!opposite!of! flexion!with! the!extra! load,! volunteers!were!provided!with! a! stool! to!
support!their!body!weight!at!the!end!of!lumbar!flexion.!This!support!can!reduce!the!loading!








ROM! differed! slightly! between! participants,! but! recorded! kinematic! data! from! motion!









KT!was!applied!using! I1shape!strips! taped!over!one!erector! spinae!muscle,!parallel! to! the!
spinous!process!of!the!lumbar!vertebrae!(Figure!11).!The!skin!condition!was!checked!and!a!









sampling! rate! of! 100! Hz! to! collect! data! in! this! study.! All! the! device! settings,! including!




following! reasons.! Firstly,! the! Refa64! system! was! inoperative! on! two! occasions! due! to!
multiple!components!breaking!down!as!a!result!of!high!operative!demand!and!aging!of!the!
dielectric! component.! To!avoid! losing!all! recruited!participants,! I! decided! to! carry!on! the!
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!
experiment! without! EMG! collection,! to! ensure! the! project! finished! on! time.! Sufficient!
ultrasound!and!kinematic!data!were!collected!despite!the!absence!of!EMG!data.!
6.2.6) Data+processing+
Customised!MATLAB! (R2013a! –! R2015b,!Mathworks;!MA,!USA)! based! programmes!were!
used! to!process!all!data!before!performing!statistical!analysis.!A!cross1correlation! feature!
searching!algorithm!(Section!4.4.1.5.1.1!on!page!56)!was!used!to!extract!tissue!movements!
in! 3D! ultrasound! images.! Tissue! movements,! including! para1cutaneous! translation! at!
boundaries,! were! extracted! from! the! result! of! feature! searching! following! the! algorithm!
described!in!the!methodology!chapter!(Section!4.5.2.1!on!page!102).!
The!relative!movement!between!the!upper!trunk!and!pelvis!were!calculated!to!represent!
participants’!overall! lumbar!range!of!motion!while!performing!experimental! tasks! in!each!


























Total! tissue!movements! in! the! sagittal! plane!during! the!normal! lumbar! flexion! task!were!
plotted!against!normalised!depths!of!the!ultrasound!image!and!tissue!zones!to!compare!the!






=! 2.68,! p! =! 0.03).! There! were! no! significant! differences! in! the! linear! combination! of! all!
dependent!variables!before!and!after!receiving!KT!(Pillai’s!trace!=!0.31,!F!(7,!23)!=!1.45,!p!=!
0.24)!irrespective!of!group.!The!impact!of!Interaction!between!Taping!and!LBP!was!also!non1




However,! there!was! a! trend! towards! there!being!an! interaction!between! taping!and! LBP!
condition! affecting! soft! tissue! movements.! KT! decreased! the! sub1cutaneous! tissue!
movement!by!1.21!mm!in!participants!without!pain!but!increased!by!1.28!mm!in!those!with!




was! also! a! trend! towards! there! being! an! interaction! between! taping! and! LBP! condition!
affecting! the! para1cutaneous! tissue! translation! at! the! boundaries! between! the! skin! and!
superficial!fascia,!where!KT!decreased!the!tissue!translation!in!asymptomatic!participants!by!
0.32!mm!while!increased!0.07!mm!in!LBP!participants!(F!(1)!=!3.19,!p!=!0.08).!A!similar!trend!




























positive" values" in"movements" indicated" KT" increased"movements" toward" the" rostral" direction,"while"
negative" values" indicated"KT" increased"movements" toward" caudal" direction;" positive" values" in" paraO
cutaneous" translations" indicated" KT" increased" tissue" translation" while" negative" values" indicated"
reductions;"Measurement"unit:"mm"
"
Measure' LBP' Taping' Mean' Std.'Error' 95%'Confidence'Interval'Lower'Bound' Upper'Bound'
M1' Asymptomatic! NT! 2.27! 0.70! 0.83! 3.70!
KT! 1.43! 0.72! 10.03! 2.90!
LBP! NT! 0.56! 0.73! 10.92! 2.05!
KT! 2.00! 0.74! 0.49! 3.52!
M2' Asymptomatic! NT! 2.61! 0.73! 1.11! 4.11!
KT! 1.40! 0.68! 0.01! 2.80!
LBP! NT! 0.40! 0.76! 11.15! 1.95!
KT! 1.69! 0.70! 0.25! 3.13!
M3' Asymptomatic! NT! 1.53! 0.56! 0.39! 2.68!
KT! 0.61! 0.47! 10.36! 1.57!
LBP! NT! 10.21! 0.58! 11.39! 0.97!
KT! 0.81! 0.49! 10.18! 1.80!
M4' Asymptomatic! NT! 10.62! 0.21! 11.03! 10.20!
KT! 11.01! 0.23! 11.48! 10.53!
LBP! NT! 10.57! 0.21! 11.00! 10.14!
KT! 10.66! 0.24! 11.16! 10.17!
P1' Asymptomatic! NT! 0.61! 0.10! 0.40! 0.83!
KT! 0.29! 0.11! 0.07! 0.51!
LBP! NT! 0.47! 0.11! 0.25! 0.69!
KT! 0.54! 0.11! 0.32! 0.77!
P2' Asymptomatic! NT! 0.73! 0.15! 0.43! 1.02!
KT! 0.46! 0.18! 0.09! 0.82!
LBP! NT! 0.68! 0.15! 0.38! 0.99!
KT! 1.04! 0.19! 0.66! 1.42!
P3' Asymptomatic! NT! 0.80! 0.12! 0.56! 1.05!
KT! 1.20! 0.24! 0.71! 1.69!
LBP! NT! 0.62! 0.12! 0.37! 0.88!














































task.! (p! =! 0.90! at! the! boundary! between! skin! and! subcutaneous! zones;! p! =! 0.09! at! the!





positive" values" in"movements" indicated" KT" increased"movements" toward" the" rostral" direction,"while"
negative" values" indicated"KT" increased"movements" toward" caudal" direction;" positive" values" in" paraO
cutaneous" translations" indicated" KT" increased" tissue" translation" while" negative" values" indicated"
reductions;"Measurement"unit:"mm"
Measure' LBP' Taping' Mean' Std.'Error' 95%'Confidence'Interval'Lower'Bound' Upper'Bound'
M1' Asymptomatic! NT! 11.70! 0.69! 13.12! 10.28!
KT! 11.16! 0.61! 12.41! 0.08!
LBP! NT! 10.91! 0.67! 12.28! 0.46!
KT! 11.44! 0.59! 12.64! 10.24!
M2' Asymptomatic! NT! 11.97! 0.71! 13.42! 10.52!
KT! 11.49! 0.56! 12.64! 10.34!
LBP! NT! 10.73! 0.68! 12.13! 0.68!
KT! 11.43! 0.54! 12.54! 10.31!
M3' Asymptomatic! NT! 11.29! 0.57! 12.47! 10.12!
KT! 10.98! 0.50! 12.00! 0.03!
LBP! NT! 10.46! 0.55! 11.59! 0.67!
KT! 11.06! 0.48! 12.05! 10.08!
M4' Asymptomatic! NT! 0.46! 0.29! 10.14! 1.05!
KT! 0.96! 0.30! 0.35! 1.58!
LBP! NT! 0.37! 0.28! 10.20! 0.95!
KT! 0.38! 0.29! 10.22! 0.97!
P1' Asymptomatic! NT! 0.41! 0.11! 0.18! 0.64!
KT! 0.29! 0.07! 0.14! 0.43!
LBP! NT! 0.34! 0.11! 0.12! 0.56!
KT! 0.33! 0.07! 0.19! 0.47!
P2' Asymptomatic! NT! 0.40! 0.08! 0.24! 0.56!
KT! 0.44! 0.12! 0.20! 0.68!
LBP! NT! 0.25! 0.08! 0.10! 0.40!
KT! 0.43! 0.11! 0.20! 0.66!
P3' Asymptomatic! NT! 0.95! 0.22! 0.51! 1.40!
KT! 1.12! 0.22! 0.68! 1.57!
LBP! NT! 0.92! 0.21! 0.49! 1.35!








Total! tissue!movements! in! the! sagittal! plane! during! the! seated! lumbar! flexion! task!were!
plotted!against!normalised!depths!of!the!ultrasound!image!and!tissue!zones!to!compare!the!
movement! trend! of! tissues! before! and! after! KT! (Figure! 74).! Descriptive! statistics! of! all!
dependent!variables!were!summarised!in!Table!25.!
The"neutralOtoOflexion"phase"
There! was! no! significant! difference! in! the! linear! combination! of! all! dependent! variables!
(tissue!movements!in!four!zones!and!para1cutaneous!translations!at!three!interfaces)!before!
and!after! receiving!KT! (Pillai’s! trace!=!0.36,! F! (7,! 8)! =! 0.63,! p! =!0.72).! Follow1up! separate!
univariate! ANOVAs! on! the! outcome! variables! revealed! no! significant! difference! in! each!
ultrasound!measurement!variable!before!and!after!receiving!KT.!
There! was! no! significant! difference! of! inter1tissue! para1cutaneous! translation! after! KT!
application!during!the!neutral1to1flexion!phases!of!sitting!lumbar!flexion!task.!(p!=!0.62!at!the!




There! was! no! significant! difference! in! the! linear! combination! of! all! dependent! variables!
(tissue!movements!in!four!zones!and!para1cutaneous!translations!at!three!interfaces)!before!
and!after! receiving!KT! (Pillai’s! trace!=!0.49,! F! (7,! 8)! =! 1.09,! p! =!0.45).! Follow1up! separate!
univariate! ANOVAs! on! the! outcome! variables! revealed! no! significant! difference! in! each!
ultrasound!measurement!variable!before!and!after!receiving!KT.!































positive" values" in"movements" indicated" KT" increased"movements" toward" the" rostral" direction,"while"
negative" values" indicated"KT" increased"movements" toward" caudal" direction;" positive" values" in" paraO





















M1! NT! 0.65! 0.61! 10.65! 1.95!KT! 0.10! 0.51! 10.99! 1.19!
M2! NT! 0.62! 0.55! 10.56! 1.80!KT! 10.19! 0.59! 11.46! 1.08!
M3! NT! 0.04! 0.32! 10.65! 0.72!KT! 10.41! 0.38! 11.22! 0.41!
M4! NT! 10.58! 0.19! 11.00! 10.17!KT! 11.00! 0.28! 11.60! 10.39!
P1! NT! 0.38! 0.09! 0.19! 0.57!KT! 0.45! 0.09! 0.26! 0.64!
P2! NT! 0.53! 0.10! 0.31! 0.75!KT! 0.49! 0.10! 0.27! 0.70!
P3! NT! 0.66! 0.13! 0.39! 0.93!














M1! NT! 0.40! 0.36! 10.37! 1.17!
' KT! 10.35! 0.52! 11.47! 0.77!
M2' NT! 0.20! 0.41! 10.67! 1.07!
' KT! 10.36! 0.53! 11.49! 0.77!
M3' NT! 0.38! 0.31! 10.27! 1.04!
' KT! 10.10! 0.44! 11.04! 0.83!
M4' NT! 0.56! 0.25! 0.03! 1.09!
' KT! 0.31! 0.21! 10.15! 0.77!
P1' NT! 0.41! 0.11! 0.18! 0.63!
' KT! 0.29! 0.06! 0.16! 0.42!
P2' NT! 0.55! 0.15! 0.23! 0.88!
' KT! 0.44! 0.10! 0.24! 0.65!
P3' NT! 0.50! 0.11! 0.26! 0.74!






























There! was! no! significant! difference! in! the! linear! combination! of! all! dependent! variables!
(tissue!movements!in!four!zones!and!para1cutaneous!translations!at!three!interfaces)!before!









There! was! no! significant! difference! in! the! linear! combination! of! all! dependent! variables!
(tissue!movements!in!four!zones!and!para1cutaneous!translations!at!three!interfaces)!before!

































positive" values" in"movements" indicated" KT" increased"movements" toward" the" rostral" direction,"while"
negative" values" indicated"KT" increased"movements" toward" caudal" direction;" positive" values" in" paraO





















M1! NT! 1.87! 0.60! 0.59! 3.16!KT! 1.09! 0.48! 0.06! 2.11!
M2! NT! 1.65! 0.62! 0.33! 2.97!KT! 1.12! 0.42! 0.21! 2.03!
M3! NT! 0.51! 0.34! 10.21! 1.23!KT! 0.53! 0.31! 10.14! 1.19!
M4! NT! 10.49! 0.20! 10.93! 10.06!KT! 10.46! 0.13! 10.73! 10.18!
P1! NT! 0.41! 0.12! 0.15! 0.67!KT! 0.34! 0.05! 0.22! 0.45!
P2! NT! 0.57! 0.13! 0.30! 0.84!KT! 0.43! 0.11! 0.20! 0.67!
P3! NT! 0.65! 0.14! 0.35! 0.96!














M1! NT! 11.47! 0.54! 12.64! 10.31!
' KT! 11.33! 0.64! 12.70! 0.05!
M2' NT! 11.42! 0.51! 12.52! 10.32!
' KT! 11.34! 0.51! 12.44! 10.24!
M3' NT! 10.62! 0.33! 11.31! 0.08!
' KT! 10.73! 0.38! 11.55! 0.08!
M4' NT! 0.70! 0.26! 0.15! 1.24!
' KT! 0.25! 0.21! 10.19! 0.69!
P1' NT! 0.47! 0.15! 0.15! 0.80!
' KT! 0.41! 0.16! 0.06! 0.75!
P2' NT! 0.45! 0.08! 0.28! 0.62!
' KT! 0.34! 0.11! 0.10! 0.58!
P3' NT! 0.51! 0.09! 0.32! 0.71!


























Total! tissue!movements! in! the! sagittal! plane! during! the! seated! lumbar! flexion! task!were!
plotted!against!normalised!depths!of!the!ultrasound!image!and!tissue!zones!to!compare!the!
movement! trend! of! tissues! before! and! after! KT! (Figure! 78).! Descriptive! statistics! of! all!
dependent!variables!were!summarised!in!Table!27.!
The"neutralOtoOflexion"phase"
There! was! no! significant! difference! in! the! linear! combination! of! all! dependent! variables!
(tissue!movements!in!four!zones!and!para1cutaneous!translations!at!three!interfaces)!before!
and!after! receiving!KT! (Pillai’s! trace!=!0.35,! F! (7,! 8)! =! 0.62,! p! =!0.73).! Follow1up! separate!








There! was! no! significant! difference! in! the! linear! combination! of! all! dependent! variables!
(tissue!movements!in!four!zones!and!para1cutaneous!translations!at!three!interfaces)!before!
and!after!receiving!KT!(Pillai’s!trace!=!0.36,!F!(7,!8)!=!1.98,!p!=!0.18).!!





cutaneous! translation! for! any! of! the! other! interfaces! during! this! phase.! (p! =! 0.20! at! the!


























positive" values" in"movements" indicated" KT" increased"movements" toward" the" rostral" direction,"while"
negative" values" indicated"KT" increased"movements" toward" caudal" direction;" positive" values" in" paraO






















M1! NT! 1.66! 0.69! 0.18! 3.14!KT! 0.63! 0.45! 10.34! 1.61!
M2! NT! 1.38! 0.64! 0.01! 2.74!KT! 0.64! 0.38! 10.17! 1.45!
M3! NT! 0.62! 0.47! 10.39! 1.62!KT! 0.19! 0.18! 10.20! 0.57!
M4! NT! 10.43! 0.26! 10.98! 0.13!KT! 10.32! 0.22! 10.78! 0.15!
P1! NT! 0.40! 0.10! 0.20! 0.60!KT! 0.37! 0.10! 0.16! 0.59!
P2! NT! 0.46! 0.10! 0.24! 0.68!KT! 0.35! 0.10! 0.12! 0.57!
P3! NT! 0.67! 0.13! 0.40! 0.95!














M1! NT! 11.24! 0.29! 11.85! 10.62!
' KT! 11.32! 0.51! 12.40! 10.23!
M2' NT! 11.45! 0.30! 12.09! 10.81!
' KT! 11.32! 0.55! 12.50! 10.14!
M3' NT! 10.50! 0.14! 10.81! 10.20!
' KT! 10.72! 0.36! 11.50! 0.06!
M4' NT! 0.36! 0.17! 0.01! 0.71!
' KT! 0.39! 0.26! 10.17! 0.94!
P1' NT! 0.26! 0.09! 0.07! 0.45!
' KT! 0.17! 0.05! 0.07! 0.27!
P2' NT! 0.46! 0.09! 0.27! 0.65!
' KT! 0.46! 0.11! 0.23! 0.70!
P3' NT! 0.40! 0.09! 0.22! 0.59!


























on! the! linear! combination! of! dependent! variables,! which! include! changes! in! soft! tissue!
movements! and! para1cutaneous! translations! before! and! after! receiving! KT! application,!
between! responders! and! non1responders! (Pillai’s! trace! =! 0.80,! F! (7,! 7)! =! 3.93,! p! <! 0.05).!






separate! univariate! ANOVAs! was! found,! neither.! Detailed! statistics! were! summarised! in!
Table!29.!
!





' ' ' ' 95%'Confidence'Interval'
p?value'Measure' Sub?group' Mean' Std.Error' Lower'Bound' Upper'Bound'
M1!
!
Non1Responders! 1.05! 1.53! 12.24! 4.35! 0.70!Responders! 2.01! 1.87! 12.03! 6.06!
M2!
!
Non1Responders! 0.89! 1.55! 12.46! 4.24! 0.69!Responders! 1.88! 1.90! 12.22! 5.97!
M3!
!
Non1Responders! 0.45! 0.92! 11.54! 2.44! 0.35!Responders! 1.88! 1.13! 10.56! 4.32!
M4!
!
Non1Responders! 10.22! 0.41! 11.09! 0.66! 0.64!Responders! 0.09! 0.50! 10.99! 1.16!
P1!
!
Non1Responders! 0.17! 0.25! 10.37! 0.70! 0.55!Responders! 10.07! 0.30! 10.73! 0.58!
P2!
!
Non1Responders! 0.50! 0.37! 10.30! 1.31! 0.55!Responders! 0.14! 0.46! 10.84! 1.13!













' ' ' ' 95%'Confidence'Interval'
p?value'Measure' Sub?group' Mean' Std.Error' Lower'Bound' Upper'Bound'
M1!
!
Non1Responders! 10.35! 0.85! 12.18! 1.48! 0.75!Responders! 10.79! 1.04! 13.03! 1.45!
M2!
!
Non1Responders! 10.61! 0.92! 12.60! 1.39! 0.88!Responders! 10.84! 1.13! 13.28! 1.60!
M3!
!
Non1Responders! 10.52! 0.76! 12.17! 1.13! 0.87!Responders! 10.73! 0.94! 12.75! 1.29!
M4!
!
Non1Responders! 10.17! 0.31! 10.84! 0.51! 0.41!Responders! 0.26! 0.39! 10.58! 1.09!
P1!
!
Non1Responders! 0.08! 0.17! 10.28! 0.45! 0.37!Responders! 10.16! 0.21! 10.61! 0.28!
P2!
!
Non1Responders! 0.27! 0.12! 0.01! 0.53! 0.24!Responders! 0.03! 0.15! 10.28! 0.35!





















Mean! SD! Mean! SD! Mean! SD!
Standard' 83.0! 15.6! 85.2! 19.8! 2.3! 11.6! 0.58!
Seated' 62.1! 12.50! 61.6! 13.1! 10.6! 5.6! 0.77!
Hand'Support' 72.5! 22.5! 74.0! 20.3! 1.5! 7.0! 0.52!








attributable!to!taping!therapy!rather! than!other! factors.!Soft! tissue!movement!data!were!
collected!from!participants!with!LBP!while!performing!four!designated!experimental!tasks,!
chosen!to!mimic!everyday!movements.!The!study!results!of!chapter!5.1!revealed!that!the!
method! of! KT! used! reduces! overall! movements! and! tissue! para1cutaneous! translation!
between!tissue!layers,!which!may!be!considered!as!a!potential!therapeutic!mechanism.!By!
observing!people!with!LBP!performing!the!same!or!similar!movement!tasks,!the!investigator!
may! confirm! whether! the! changes! reported! in! the! last! chapter! are! applicable! to! the!
treatment!of!LBP.!Furthermore,!dividing!symptomatic!participants!into!responders!and!non1
















altered! fascia!characteristics.! It! could!be! that! the! reduction!of! shear! strain! is!an!adaptive!
change!to!reduce!LBP!during!movement.!Further!research!to!help!identify!these!factors!is!
needed.!
However,! an! important! factor! to! note! is! that! there! was! a! trend! towards! an! interaction!
between! LBP! presence! and! taping! condition,! albeit! this! underpowered! analysis! was! not!
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symptomatic! subgroups! who! had! different! tissue! reactions! after! the! KT! application.!
Participants! who! reported! immediate! pain! reductions,! up! to! 1.6! cm! in! VAS! scale,! after!
received!the!KT!application!were!considered!as!responders.!The!result!showed!a!significant!
difference! in! the! linear!combination!of!overall!movements!between!responders!and!non1
responders! during! the! neutral1to1flexion! phase.! Although! not! significant! due! to! large!
standard!errors,!increased!tissue!movements!after!the!KT!application!were!more!obvious!in!









to! suggest! that! the! application! of! KT! has! an! immediate! effect! on! ROM.! Similar! results!
collected!from!asymptomatic!participants!have!been!reported!(Lemos!et!al.,!2014,!Salvat!and!
Salvat,!2010).!Some!factors!about!the!variability!of!measuring!ROM!has!been!discussed!in!




means!some!people!may! feel! it! is!easier! to!move!after! taping,!which!may!be!a! reason!to!






taping! had! not! been! considered! in! the! procedure;! this! did,! however,! simplify! the! data!





probe,!which! is! essential! for! achieving! the!adequate!quality!of!ultrasound! images.! It!was!
however! ensured! that! each! window! was! cut! identically! in! a! relative! position! for! all!
participants!so!that!effects!were!consistent!throughout!the!study.!
Another! limitation! was! the! fact! that! the! ultrasound! could! only! assess! a! portion! of! the!








and! mechanism! of! KT.! First! of! all,! it! was! found! that! the! application! of! KT! results! in! no!





The! effect! on! these! tissues! does,! however,! vary! depending! on! the! phase! of! movement!
(flexion!or!extension)!and!type!of!movement!(standard,!seated,!with!support!or!with!load)!
being!performed;!as!well!as!the!condition!of!back!pain!of!the!participant.!Further!research!
into! the! nature! of! soft! tissue! dynamics! during! different! movements! would,! therefore,!
strengthen!the!results!of!this!study.!
6.5! Chapter+summary+
Ultrasound1based!soft! tissue!movement!measurements!were!made!during! lumbar! flexion!
tasks!in!four!conditions!–!usual,!seated,!with!extra!load!and!reduced!load.!The!results!suggest!
that!KT!did!not!change!ROM!or!tissue!dynamics!during!these!tasks.!However,!the!result!also!
suggests! that! people! with! LBP! react! to! KT! differently! in! comparison! with! asymptomatic!























Is KT an EFFECTIVE treatment, and how does it work? 
Broad narrative review  
Systematic Review of LBP effects  
Strong evidence against 
effectiveness, but are there 
sub-groups? 
Thesis focus: 
Are there demonstrable biomechanical mechanisms of 




Better KT treatment needed OR 
Remove KT from the toolbox OR 










too! small! to! be! clinical! important! despite! its! significance.! Previous! systematic! reviews!
evaluated!a!broad!range!of!KT!effects!on!selected!outcomes.!These!approaches!were!across!









targeted! clinical! measurements,! but! current! evidence! was! insufficient! for! or! against! KT!
































effectiveness! to!determining!whether!biomechanical! tissue! responses! could!be! identified!
and!then!used!to!determine!sub1groups!of!responders!or!non1responders!to!KT.!As!presented!
in!Figure!81,!the!primary!goal!of!this!thesis!was!to!decide!whether!keeping!KT!in!the!clinical!














At" this" stage," available" measurement" tools" in" the" Human" Performance" Lab" were" used" in" the"









(Bishop! et! al.,! 2016,! Langevin! et! al.,! 2011,! Langevin! et! al.,! 2009).! With! higher! sampling!
frequency!and!resolution,!b1mode!ultrasound!was!also!used!in!some!dynamic!detections,!for!
example,! muscle! fibre! (Miyoshi! et! al.,! 2009)! and! nerve! (Dilley! et! al.,! 2001)! movements.!
However,!there!is!no!standard!method!for!assessment!of!soft!tissue!movement!due!to!the!
variety!of! image!features,!for!example,!Langevin!et!al.! (2009)!reported!altered!connective!
tissue! structures! in! people! with! LBP.! This! increased! the! complexity! when! attempting! to!
develop!a!universal!auto1detection!method!for!soft!tissue!dynamics.!!
A!semi1automatic!ultrasound!based!tissue!movement!tracking!method!was!developed!using!
motion! capture! and! clinical! b1mode! ultrasound! (Chapter! 4).! The! development! included!
clinical! imaging! learning!and!phantom1based! training!as! the!ultrasound! image!accuracy! is!
strongly! correlated! with! examiner! experience! (Hebert! et! al.,! 2009).! Apart! from! clinical!
training,! the! development! of! an! image! processing! algorithm! played! a! critical! role! in!
methodological! development.! Three! prior! tests! were! performed! in! order! to! ensure! the!
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The! results! of! gelatine! phantom! testing! indicated! no! systematic! difference! between!
proprietary!ultrasound!machine!measurements!and!external!calliper!measurements,!with!an!
excellent!interclass!correlation!coefficient!of!0.99.!The!result!of!final!validation!test,!which!
was! performed! using! a! fresh! meat! phantom,! indicated! that! the! developed! soft! tissue!
assessment! procedure! is! able! to! accurately! detect! slow! movements.! No! systematic!





ultrasound! assessment! methods! in! the! present! project! was! considered! good! enough! to!
detect!difference!in!the!present!project.!
Soft! tissue! deformations! during!movements! can! be! a! potential! limitation! of! ultrasound1
based!tissue!assessment!method.!Herbert!et!al.!(2002)!demonstrated!that!only!55(13)!%!of!
specific!muscle!fascicles!changed!can!be!observed!during!contraction.!Similarly,!the!software!
developed! in! the! present! project! is! able! to! detect! tissue! deformations! only! when! the!
deformed!portion!of!the!tissue!was!totally!included!the!observation!window.!However,!the!
size!of! the!ultrasound!probe!view! is! always! a! limitation!of!ultrasound1based! studies.! The!
assessment!could!only!be!performed!at!limited!positions!of!the!whole!tissue.!To!minimise!
this!concern,! the!scanning!position!was!carefully!chosen! (at! the!second!and!third! level!of!
lumbar! spine)! following!previous! study! (Langevin!et! al.,! 2009).! Sub1cutaneous! tissues!are!
almost!parallel! to!the!skin!surface!at! this! level,!and!the!relatively! flat!surface!at! this! level!
ensure! the! retrieval! of! higher! quality! images.! These! improve! the! accuracy! of! automatic!
movement!detection!(Langevin!et!al.,!2011,!Langevin!et!al.,!2009).!






















low! variability! and! measurement! bias! (Franchi1Abella! et! al.,! 2013),! there! were! a! few!
limitations!using!this!technique.!The!major!concern!is!that!the!data!output!has!to!rely!on!the!
processing! algorithms! provided! by! the! manufacturer! for! producing! and! displaying!
elastographic!images.!Therefore,!the!findings!and!the!artefacts!may!be!highly!dependent!on!




three! lumbar! postures! during! the! experiment.! The! alternative! setting! also! ensures! the!




















the! neutral1to1flexion! phase! when! the! subjects! were! performing! lumbar! flexion! tasks.!
However,!KT!did!not!repeat!the!alterations!in!the!return1to1natural!phase!when!the!subjects!
were! performing! the! same! tasks.! Interestingly,! even! though! the! tissue!movements!were!
moderated! by! KT,! the!mean! angle! of! lumbar! flexions!was! slightly! increased! after! taping,!
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(2011)!which! suggested! a! 20%! decrease! in! relative!movement! (reported! as! shear! strain)!
between! skin! and! muscle! during! passive! lumbar! flexion! and! a! subsequent! reduction! in!
deformation!of!the!TLF!predominant!in!people!with!history!of!chronic!LBP.!It!is!very!difficult!
to!clarify!whether!LBP!is!casual!about!this!alteration.!In!other!words,!we!do!not!know!if!the!




of! thoracolumbar! fascia! in! patients! with! LBP! reported! by! Langevin! et! al.! (2009)! can! be!
considered!as!the!fundamental!mechanism!of!these!biomechanics!changes.!However,!other!
tissue! biomechanical! properties,! such! as! tissue! elasticity,! are! a! potential! measurement!
approach!to!complete!the!theory.!!
Taping!is!potentially!able!to!alter!soft!tissue!stiffness,!Hug!et!al.!(2014)!reported!that!thigh!






The!key! finding! in! tissue!elasticity!observation!was! that!a! significant! interaction!between!
lumbar!posture!and!taping!on!shear!wave!velocity!was!found!in!the!two1factor!ANOVA.!This!








Moreover,!KT!needs! to!be!applied! in!a!certain!way! to!achieve!desired! result.!This! can!be!
considered!as!an!association!with!the!classic!theories!that!state!structural!compressions!on!





Apart! from! soft! tissue! biomechanics,! muscle! activity! was! analysed! to! confirm! if! tissue!
movement!changes!were!explained!by!muscle!activity!changes!due!to!the!fact!that!previous!
studies!note!altered!muscle!activities!when!KT!was!applied! to!other!portions!of! the!body!
(Gómez1Soriano!et! al.,! 2014,!Martínez1Gramage!et!al.,! 2016).!Neuromuscular! control! and!
recruitment!patterns!of!muscles!during!trunk!movements!control!have!been!shown!to!be!
associated! with! chronic! LBP! (Jacobson,! 2009,! MacDonald! et! al.,! 2009).! Impaired!
neuromuscular!control!and!muscle!contraction!may!be!another!cause!of! the!reduction!of!
para1cutaneous! soft! tissue! translations.! The! aim! of! collecting! EMG! data! during! lumbar!
movements!was!therefore!to!discover!the!neuromuscular!mechanism!of!KT.!!













participants.! Symptomatic! participants! were! evaluated! using! the! ultrasound1based!
assessment! method! developed! in! the! Human! Performance! Laboratory! (Chapter! 6).! The!
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The! results! of! observations! in!people!with! LBP! suggest! that! thoracolumbar! tissue!moved!
differently! during! the! experimental! movement! task! in! comparison! with! asymptomatic!
participants!(in!reflection!of!Aim!and!Objective!5,!pp.19).!!This!finding!corresponded!with!the!
results!of!a!previous!study!which!reported!people!with!LBP!have!a!significant!reduction!in!
thoracolumbar! fascia! deformation! during! passive! lumbar! flexion! when! compared! to!
asymptomatic!controls!(Langevin!et!al.,!2011).!However,!the!two1factor!MANOVA!was!not!




though! the! interaction! between! factors! (group! x! taping)! was! not! significant! in! the!
multivariate!test,!a!trend!towards!diffident!ways!of!reacting!to!KT!in!people!with!and!without!
LBP! was! distinguishable.! Tissue! movement! patterns! before! and! after! KT! application! in!
asymptomatic! and! LBP! groups! were! plotted! in! Figure! 85! to! verify! how! people! with! and!
without!pain!reacted!to!KT.!KT!reduced!soft!tissue!movements!in!asymptomatic!participants!
while,! increased! tissue!movements! in! LBP! participants,! particularly! in! sub1cutaneous! and!
peri1muscular!zones,!which!were!considered!as!connective!tissues.!The!follow1up!univariate!
test! demonstrated!weak! evidence! to! confirm! this! underpowered! interaction.! Despite! no!





















Range! of! motion! is! one! of! the!most! commonly! used! patient! outcomes! for! back! pain! in!
physiotherapy.! Gonzalez1Iglesias! et! al.! (2009)! and! Yoshida! and! Kahanov! (2007)! reported!
small!improvements!in!ROM!after!participants!received!KT!applications,!but!the!effect!of!KT!
on!ROM!improvements!remains!unclear!due!to!many!concerns,!which!have!been!discussed!




















































the! tissue!adhesion!so! tissue!has!more! freedom!to!move.! It! is! important! to!compare! this!
result!with!the!ultrasound!elastography!assessment!in!future!studies.!!
The! multi1condition! observational! studies! were! conducted! as! an! additional! part! of! this!
project.!The!aim!was!to!discover! if!soft1tissue!biomechanics!play!any!key!role! in!common!
concerns!such!as!postural!compensation!or!reduced!trunk!loading!to!reduce!pain!and!to!see!
if! KT! is! potentially! useful! for! these! outcomes.! The! results!were! not! suggestive! of! further!
direction!for!these!selected!conditions,!however,!it!was!still!important!to!discover!whether!
sub1groups! of! the! LBP! cohort! could! be! identified! using! the! data! of! usual! lumbar! flexion!
movement!task.!
7.1.5) Attempting+to+complete+the+puzzle:+subSgroup+exploration++
Observational! studies! demonstrated! different! thoracolumbar! tissue! responses! to! KT!
application! in!people!with! and!without! LBP,! although! the!evidence!was!weak!due! to! the!
underpowered!statistical!test.!The!ultimate!goal!to!achieve!is!to!decide!either!to!improve!KT!
treatment!methods!or!remove!KT!from!the!toolbox!of!LBP!treatment.!Further!information!is!
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People with LBP had reduced 
superficial tissue movement  
 
KT did not change overall soft 
tissue biomechanics in an 
underpowered analysis. 










of! discovering! subgroups! (in! reflection! of! Aim! and! Objective! 6,! pp.20).! Subgrouping! is!
considered! as! an! important! factors! in! many! other! conditions! and! treatments.! Analogies!




Apart! from! subgrouping! by! age,! different! types! of! meniscal! injury! mechanisms,! such! as!








with! acute! LBP.! Additionally,! KT! responders! can! only! be! identified! when! the! test1retest!
procedure!has!been!performed!which!is!another!challenge!in!responder!recruitment.!!









asymptomatic! and! LBP! participants! and! the! comparisons! before! and! after! KT! application!
were!underpowered!due!to! the! low!numbers,!augmented!by! the! large!standard!errors! in!




























all! soft! tissue! related! studies,! such! as!manual! therapy! or! other! alternative! therapeutics.!
Similarly,! based! on! the! present! project,! this! method! has! the! potential! to! be! further!














people! with! and!without! LBP! have! different! soft! tissue! responses! to! KT.! These! findings,!
therefore,!informed!the!sub1group!exploration,!indicating!that!KT!responders,!who!reported!











power! to! provide! breaking! through! evidence.! However,! this! thesis! provides! useful!
contributions!to!the!field,!particularly!in!exploring!the!mechanisms!of!KT!when!applied!to!the!
lower! back! region.! These! contributions! are! a! thorough! and! critical! investigation! of! the!
current! research! into! the! effects! of! KT! on! human! performance! and! well1being;! the!
development!of!a!novel! real1time!capable! tools! to!measure! soft! tissue!movement!during!
body!motion;!new! findings! indicating!potential! effects!of! KT!on!people!with! LBP!and! the!
ability! to! identify! responders! in! test! subjects! using! the! developed! tools;! and! finally,! a!
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% --- OPENING 
%************************************************************************** 
function Convert_TMSI_OpeningFcn(hObject, ~, handles, varargin) 
handles.output = hObject; 
guidata(hObject, handles); 
  
function varargout = Convert_TMSI_OutputFcn(hObject, ~, handles)  
varargout{1} = handles.output; 
  




% --- tmsiPath.. executes when dir is changed or at startup 
%************************************************************************** 
function tmsiPath_Callback(hObject, ~, handles) 















































































































































































































































































































































































































If! you! volunteer! to! take! part! you!will! be! invited! to!meet! the! study! team! at! the! Human!
Performance!Laboratory,!Queen!Mary’s!University!of!London!on!one!occasion.!The!visit!will!
take!90!minutes.!!
•) After! answering! any! questions! you! may! have,! you! will! be! asked! to! fill! in! a!
questionnaire.!The!first!part!will!ask!for!you!for!personal!details!such!as!age,!sporting!
activities!past!and!present!and!amount!of!playing! time.!The!second!part!will!deal!
with! self1reported! injury,! particularly! pain! or! injury! in! the! back! and! hip! area! if!
applicable.!
•) A! member! of! the! research! team! will! measure! your! height,! weight! and! waist!
circumference.!!
•) A! short! physical! examination!will! be! undertaken! to! determine! your! suitability! to!
participate.!


































































this! number!will! be! kept! separately! and! stored! securely! on! a! database! server! to!
which!only!the!research!team!will!have!access!to.!All!information!will!be!handled!in!
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